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Though Poulenc marks choral compositions with

metronomic indications, there are problems concerning tempo.

The purpose of this paper is to determine guidelines for

dealing with choral tempo. Chapter II relates biographical

information pertinent to the study. Style Is examined In

Chapter III, determining aspects that call tempo marks Into

question and Influence tempo determinat ion. In Chapter IV,

the manner in which Poulenc uses tempo indications in the

choral works is analysed and the relationship between form

and tempo examined. Chapter V records Information bearing

upon tempo from Poulenc's collaboration with conductors, as

well as examining recordings of Poulenc's music in which he

played or with which he expressed approval. Guidelines for

determining tempo are stated in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The Problem of Tempo in General

The importance of choosing a right tempo for a musical

composition is obvious. Many musicians throughout musical

history have considered this choice to be the true test of a

musician's worth. Richard Wagner wrote: "To sum up in one

word the question of a tone-work's right performance, so far

as depends on the conductor, it is this: Has he given

throughout the proper tempo?"'

It Is, however, difficult to deal with matters of

tempo. Probably as many differences of opinion occur over

tempo as over any other aspect of musical performance. The

ambiguous and changing definitions of musical terms

indicating tempo contribute to the difficulty. There are

also other conditions that affect tempo selection, including

the musical medium, size of the performing forces,

tessitura, density of writing, acoustics of the performing

hall and whether the concert is a visual as well as an aural

1. Uber das Dirigieren (Leipzig: 1869), Richard Waaner's
roaWrs, trans. W. Ashton Ellis, IV (London:
1892-99), cited in Bruno Walter, Qf MUjLg and
Music-Making, trans. Paul Hamburger (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1957), 29.

1
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phenomenon. It has been demonstrated that if a piece is

well-known, listeners and musicians often prefer a slower

tempo.2

Further complicating these considerations is the fact

that tempo has expressive functions and therefore, at least

partially, falls into a subjective realm. Beyond even these

variable outer conditions, one must ask what is and what is

not the responsibility of the performer. Is it faithfully

to execute the composer's text (notes, rhythms, dynamic

markings, tempo indications)? Or, as music is a performing

art, does the performer exercise creative license in order

to express his or her personal Interpretation?

Throughout musical history, there are examples of the

Interpretation of music being a collaboration of at least

two creative visions: the composer's and the performer's.

In Baroque opera, for example, it was left to the singers to

ornament the basic vocal melody given by the composer, and

keyboard players determined much of the nature of a

performance by the style of their realization of the

continuo line. And, there are Romantic plano works in which

more than one pianist's interpretation seems to have

validity.

2. David Fallows, "Tempo and Expression Marks," jhe NeW
GrovesPictionary of Mus ic, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadle
(London: Macmillan, 1980), XVIII, 677-78.
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On the other hand, abuse by singers was one of the

forces which ultimately led opera composers to write in the

melodic decorations in arias. And many twentieth-century

composers endeavor to exercise control over every aspect of

their music to avoid interpretive "horrors," partially in

reaction to Romantic excesses.

Given this complexity of tempo considerations, it Is

no wonder that there has been a lack of scholarly attention

to this topic. Probably the most significant area of

musicological research in the area of tempo (In terms of

quantity at least) concerns the metronome markings of

Beethoven. It is interesting to note that though Beethoven

assigned great importance to his metronomical indications,

he replaced some lost ones with others quite different, a

fact that frustrated him when the originals were located.

There is a great body of writing on the subject of

Beethoven's metronome markings, some of It fueled by

controversies over different interpretations of the

available evidence. However, many of the methods of

approach used in investigating Beethoven's tempo markings

(e.g., examining Beethoven's particular method of

determining tempo, problems with editing, questions of

faulty metronomes) are not equally applicable to other

situations.

An interesting discussion of tempo determination is an

article by Allen Forte on the Brahms-Haydn variations.3
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Again, the methods used for analysis, though innovative,

would be difficult to apply specifically to other forms.

However, interpretations which seem to be authentic

were and are rarely presented in a vacuum, but instead with

thorough grounding and understanding of the conventions and

performance practices of a given time, as well as some kind

of insight into a particular composer's style.

Musicological endeavor has illumined these matters of

performance practice and style, and, even in ambiguous and

complex matters of expression (including tempo), continues

to have import.

The Problem of Tempo i n Poulenc's Choral Wgrk

Francis Poulenc is considered to be one of the most

significant composers of solo song from the first half of

the twentieth century. He has written a sizable and equally

important body of choral works. Upon studying these works,

it becomes obvious that there are problems, or at the very

least questions, in regard to tempo in Poulenc's choral

pieces. Although much has been written about Poulenc and

the choral compositions, little information exists

concerning tempo specifically. While there are some who

allude to the problem of tempo in his choral works, they do

so primarily In terms of how other aspects of performance

3. "The Structural Origin of Exact Tempi in the Brahms-Haydn
Variations," The Music Review XVIII/2 (May 1957),, 138-49.
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are made more difficult by Poulenc's indicated tempos.

It would seem, at first glance, that choosing the

right tempo in a Poulenc piece would be an easy task, for he

specifically marks all of his compositions with precise

metronomic and other tempo indications. The significance of

these indications Is reinforced by the number and content of

Poulenc's comments about tempo. Remarks about tempo in his

music occur in numerous interviews. The following is from a

conversation with Claude Rostand:

The great technical errors that disfigure my piano
music, to the point of rendering it unrecognizable to
me, are: rubato . .

I will explain: I hate rubato . . . Once a tempo is
adopted, it must not be altered at any price until I so
indicate. Never prolong or shorten a beat - this drives
me crazy. I would prefer all the wrong notes in the
world. . -.

If pianists would have confidence in my metronomic
indications, very carefully determined, many evils would
be avoided.4

4. Francis Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude Roatand (Paris:
R. Julliard, 1954), 32, 33, 35:

"Les grandes erreurs techniques qui defigurent ma
musique de piano, au point de ]a rendre miconnaissable,
sont : le rubato .o.

"Je m'explique : je hals le rubato. . . . Une fois un
tempo adopt, I ne faut en changer a aucun prix Jusqu'&
ce que Je l'indique. Ne Jamals allonger ou raccourcir
un temps. Cela me rend fou. Je pre'fere toutes les
fausses notes du monde. . . o

"Si les pianistes faisaient confiance a mes
mouvements metronomiques, tres soigneusement 6tabl is,
bien des malheurs seraient 6vitds. "
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The same attitude in evidenced in his book about his songs:

Diary of My Songs.5  Here, Poulenc cautions the reader time

after time to follow his tempo markings and especially to

maintain a constant tempo, avoiding rubato.

However, there are pieces in which Poulenc's indicated

tempos do not seem to be appropriate. And there are

instances in which slight rubato does seem to be

appropriate. The treatment of tempo heard in performance

does not always correspond to Poulenc's indications. Of

course, It almost goes without saying that one cannot

automatically accept a conductor's or choir's rendition of a

work. There are poor performances, and there are poorly

chosen tempos. The author has experienced such (some of

which showed indications of slavish faithfulness to printed

tempo markings, but which missed a sense of "completeness"),

as well as those that seemed to have captured the spirit of

Poulenc's writing even though occasionally differing In

tempo from his printed Indications.

What of the tempo, seemingly right for a piece, that

is significantly different from Poulenc's metronomone mark?

What of the dilemma of the conductor who must reconcile his

or her best musical Insights with the demand for "authentic"

performance?

5. Trans. Winifred Radford (London: Victor Gollancz, 1985).

I , 1. -, - 113-1--., - e4 I- -
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis Is to investigate the

choral music of Francis Poulenc in order to determine

guidelines for dealing with tempo considerations in the

choral works. Towards this end, biographical information,

especially in regard to Poulenc's musical development, is

provided to promote general understanding of Poulenc, the

composer.

Poulenc's style in the choral works Is examined.

Style has implications for performance, for ultimately

expression must come from the music itself.

Pierre Bernac, who was Poulenc's collaborator in song

recital for over twenty years, has written about the other

body of Poulenc's vocal works, the songs. 6 His information

and its significance for the choral music will be

considered.

Finally, this paper will record information bearing

upon tempo from Poulenc's collaboration with conductors, as

well as examining recordings of Poulenc's choral music made

under his supervision or with which he expressed approval.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to define

specific tempos for each choral piece. Like Curt Sachs, I

contend that "there are imponderables beyond the figures of

6. Francis Poulenc: The Man and His Songs trans. Winifred
Radford (New York: W. W. Norton, 1977).
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any metronome."7  The right tempo is relative. And, no

matter how many directives the composer offers, the

performer has both recreative freedom and responsibility.

Roger Sessions has written:

Composers of all times have demanded of performers
whatever liveliness and eloquence the latter could give.They have not, however, attempted to indicate the
intangible factors In performance, and being men ofexperience as well as common sense, they have known fullwell that these factors, which make all the difference,
indeed, between a good performance and a bad one, cannotconceivably be Indicated In any score.8

Poulenc himself once wrote to Arthur Gold and Robert

Flzdale:

. . . you play my music as no one else can. Not contentto be scrupulous Interpreters of It, you divine In yourhearts the imponderable part that we poor musicians -however meticulous we may be - always leave between the
lines.9

However, it cannot be stated too strongly that the freedom

of the performer cannot function adequately until the

performer Is thoroughly informed, discovering both the

7. Rhythm-andTemo (New York: W. W. Norton, 1953), 320-21.

8. Composers on MusIc. ed. Sam Morgenstein (New York:
Pantheon, 1956), 507-8.

9. Helne de Wendel, ed., Correspondance. 1915-1963. de
Francis Poulenc (Paris: editions de Seull, 1967), 233:

.1 . ..vous jouez ma musique comme personne. Non
contents d'en &tre les Interpretes scrupuleux vous
devinez, avec votre coeur, ]a part d'impond6rable que,
quelque minutieux que nous soyons, nous laissons
toujours, pauvres musiciens, entre les port6es."
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composer's intentions and the musical signals inherent in

the score. Then, interpretation, coming out of the music

instead of being imposed upon it, has the chance of being

authentic and musical.

It is the purpose of this paper to offer that informed

starting point: a framework with basic guidelines for tempo

considerations in the choral music of Francis Poulenc.



CHAPTER II

POULENC AND HIS CHORAL MUSIC

There is a great deal of biographical information

about Poulenc. The principal biography, Henri Hell's Francis

oulenc, 1 contains important Information about the

composer's life and career, as well as interesting anecdotal

material, lending insight into Poulenc and the current

musical scene In Europe, particularly France. Hell's book

is organized chronological ly, including pictures and

artists' renderings of some of the people with whom Poulenc

had close musical relationships (e.g., Cocteau). The volume

includes a catalogue of works arranged by genre, and a

discography. While helpful for context, Hell's

chronological approach does not yield summary information

about Poulenc's style and musical development.

Keith Daniel's Francis Poulenc: His Artistic

Development and Musical Style2 is a good introduction to

Poulenc in terms of biography and musical style,

discussing style in all genres of Poulenc composition.

However, perhaps because Poulenc composed prolifically in

several genres, Daniel often deals with style in a somewhat

1. Trans. Edward Lockspelser (New York: Grove Press,
1959).

2. (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1982).
10

powwww"WWWAN
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superficial manner. While he does discuss individual

compositions of each type chronologically, he does not

always present satisfying stylistic summary discussions for

each genre. His approach to harmony in Poulenc works is

limited, for it addresses traditional functional harmony

only,, which is sometimes misleading In understanding

Poulenc's vocabulary. The background information for the

compositions Is very informative. There is a list of works

that Includes first performances, and an extensive

bibliography. A solid introductory understanding of Poulenc

and his work can be gained from this one volume.

In a work that includes brief biographical

information, Francis-Poulenc: The Man-and His Sos, 3 Pierre

Bernac writes as one who knew Poulenc well. While the book

is not written from a scholarly perspective (though clearly

organized), it is important as a reference work in

preparation of Poulenc songs. Information about poets,

translations of the French poems, and guides to

performance--including information concerning interpretation

and tempo stemming from Bernac's long association with

Poulenc--are included.

Poulenc's own words about his life and musical

development are found in Entretlens avec Claude Rostand4

3. Bernac, _t.scit.

4. Poulenc,, Entretiens.

I -- "NOWDO&VAII.,
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and My Friens and-Myself.5  These volumes, transcriptions

of radio interviews that Poulenc had with Rostand and

Stephane Audel, overlap somewhat in subject area and

Information, though the Rostand Is more extensive. These

Interviews are wide-ranging, covering such diverse subjects

as Poulenc's childhood, Les Six, preferred poets, friends,

his musical relationship with Bernac, compositional habits

and his own compositions. They reveal Poulenc to be a

person of lucidity, charm, and good humor, traits often

noted by those who seek to describe his music.

Finally, two unpublished dissertations are worthy of

note. The f first, TheHarmon IcStyIe of Frani sPouIeng by

Warren Kent Werner, lends a great deal of insight into

Poulenc's harmonic language. Secondly, The Motets of

FrancisE Poulenc7 by Gary Lee Ebensberger thoroughly

investigates style In Poulenc's motets. Perhaps this would

be a stronger document had Ebensberger drawn general

conclusions about style In the .motets; however, the

Individual analyses are helpful.

These are primary sources for basic information

5. Francis Poulenc and Ste/phane Audel, trans. James Harding
(London: Dobson Books, 1978).

6. (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1966; Ann Arbor,Michigan: University Microfilms, 66-7234).

7. (D.M.A. dissertation, University of Texas at Austin,
1970; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms,
71-83).
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concerning Poulenc and his choral compositions. Others can

be found in the bibliography of this document. This paper

will not attempt to reiterate all biographical information

but will be limited to significant influences on Poulenc's

musical development and pertinent data concerning his choral

compose t i ons.

Francis Poulenc was born in Paris, 7 January 1899, to

Jenny Royer and Emile Poulenc, a wealthy middle class family

of pharmaceutical manufacturers. Poulenc's father, like his

ancestors from Aveyron in southern France, was a serious and

industrious man, strongly Catholic with deep religious

beliefs.8 It was from this heritage that Poulenc later

developed his own religious fervor, expressed in the sacred

choral works and the opera Dialogues des Carmelites. The

Royers, Parisian for generations, were Indifferent to

religion, but lovers of the arts. Poulenc's mother not only

supervised his earliest musical study but also helped him to

appreciate and understand painting, theater, and

ii terature.9

Both Poulenc's parents appreciated the musical arts,

though their tastes differed. An accomplished amateur

pianist, Poulenc's mother showed favor toward the music of

8. Bernac, op. cit., 21.

9. Hell, pp. cit., 1-2.
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Mozart, Schubert, and Chopin, whereas his father preferred

opera and the composers Beethoven, Franck, and Massenet.

Rather than studying at the Conservatoire, Poulenc was

schooled in the classical studies that were customary for

Parisian upper middle class education. He recounts that as

a result, he was "continually sacrificing my conventional

education to my beloved plano."1 0

Works that made an indelible impression on Poulenc as

a child and later influenced his compositional style were

Chabrier's Idyllk, Debussy's Danses sacred e t nrofane,.

Stravinsky's Firebrd, PegtjOuchka, and L Sacre du

Erintemps, and Schubert's song cycle Winterrelse

(discovered in a music shop). Poulenc longed to become a

singer. "In the end I had to be satisfied with what I've

become because when my voice broke I was left with the

composer's typical squawk."1  At age sixteen he began study

with Ricardo ViNes, a renowned pianist and teacher, as well

as an excellent interpreter and champion of contemporary

music. Poulenc became an excellent pianist and is known for

the originality of his keyboard writing, qualities he

attributed to ViNes.

Through ViNes the young man met Erik Satie and Georges

Auric, two musicians who had a significant impact upon his

10. Poulenc and Audel, .ct. 35.

11. Ibid.,, 33.
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life. Satie had become a leader in a new artistic

aesthetic, partly because of public reaction to Parade, a

ballet in which he collaborated. The poet, critic, and

playwright Jean Cocteau chronicled this new aesthetic of

Satie in "Le Coq et l'Arlequin", an article decrying Wagner,

romantIcism, impressionism, and scholasticism. "No more

clouds, waves, aquariums, ondines and night perfumes; what

we need is a down-to-earth music--an everyday music."1 2

Poulenc acknowledged Satie's considerable influence on him,

though he continued to admire Debussy's works and even used

some impressionistic techniques in his writing.

During this time Poulenc also met Georges Auric, who

became one of his closest friends. Throughout his life

Poulenc valued the advice and criticism of Auric concerning

his compositions. It was through Auric and Satle that

Poulenc met other musicians of his generation, important for

one whose musical direction was as yet undetermined. He

also wrote his first compositions, including Le Rapsodl

fljrg for instrumental ensemble and voice in 1917.

After finishing his examinations Poulenc was drafted

into the army early in 1918, during World War I. He somehow

found opportunity to write the Sonata for Piano Duet and

Mouvements Perpetuels for piano, the latter performed by

12. Vera Rasfn, "Les Six and Jean Cocteau," QMusigand
LettesXXXVIII/2 (April 1957), 165.
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ViRies in 1919. Both Le Rasodie negre and Mtuvements

Peroetuels were well received, and were admired by

Stravinsky and Ravel. Stravinsky even introduced Poulenc to

his publisher. Poulenc also wrote his first songs, Lt

Bestiaie, in 1919 on poems of Apollinaire, already showing

evidence of his mature vocal style.

Though Poulenc was not discharged from the army until

1921, he had freedom of movement earlier because of the

Armistice. Along with many of his newfound friends, he

participated as a composer and performer in some concerts

organized by Felix Delgrange and Jane Bathori. Henri

Collet, a critic for the Paris Journal Comoedla, wrote an

article in response to these concerts entitled "Les cinq

Russes, les six Frangais et Erik Satie." 13 He mentioned six

composers, Milhaud, Durey, Auric, Honegger, Tailleferre, and

Poulenc, describing them as following the aesthetic precepts

of Satie and Cocteau, thereby renewing French music by

their return to simplicity. Thus Les Six came into being.

In reality, however, these composers did not form a new

school of musical thought nor seek to develop a common

style. Along with Satie, they wanted to use simpler and

more direct means of musical expression. From the outset,

though united by friendship, they exibited Individual

13. Nicolas Slonimsky, Music Since 1900 (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1938), 201.
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compositional styles and artistic temperaments. The

grouping of Les Six, however, was advantageous for its

members because it brought their names and music into the

public eye.

Rostand contends that the influence of Les Six was

significant:

...collectively,, their work was necessary. It had a
wholesome effect on the French school because of Its
novel atmosphere and a new humanism. These came at a
time when the French school showed tendencies of
becoming ossified in rigidly academic formulae.14

After the war Poulenc, recognizing his need for formal

composition instruction, applied for study with Charles

Koechl in, a noted teacher and composer. Except for his

studies with Vines, this three year period of Instruction,

1921-24, was Poulenc's only formal training In music.

Koechlin followed Poulenc's natural inclinations and had him

harmonize Bach chorale themes instead of beginning with

traditional counterpoint lessons. The skill and sublety of

Poulenc's choral writing may have been partially derived

from his studies with KoechlIn.

Poulenc's first choral composition, Chanson A bore,

was written for the Harvard Glee Club in 1922, and sets an

anonymous seventeenth century text. Paradoxically, the

14. French Music Today, trans. Henry Marx (New York: Merlin
Press, 1957), 19.
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composition,, a drinking song, could not be performed due to

Prohibition. Fourteen years were to pass before Poulenc

returned to choral composition.

After participating in some Monteverdi motet sessions

with Nadia Boulanger, Poulenc composed the Sent chansons in

the spring of 1936. Poems for the set of pieces came from

Guillaume Apollinaire and Paul Eluard, Poulenc's two

favorite poets. Poulenc had met Eluard in 1916 and was

immediately attracted to his poetry. It was not until 1934

that Poulenc finally discovered how to set Eluard's

intensely lyrical but surrealistic poetry. The result was

the song cycle Cincioomele Eluard. Some of Poulenc's

best vocal writing Is seen in settings of Eluard's poems,

described as musical clarification of complex verbal

imagery. 1 5  Apollinaire, whom Poulenc met in 1918, was a

poet of paradoxical style, tender one moment, sarcastic or

Ironic the next. Poulenc, with his own contradictory

temperament, seemed to have felt a kinship with him.1 6

In the fourteen years between these first and second choral

compositions, Poulenc wrote a great deal of music, Including

piano compositions and songs, chamber music, and two

ballets. The Concert chamoRtre was composed for Wanda

15. Daniel, op. cIt., 39.

16. Ibid., 31.
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Landowska, whom Poulenc had met in 1923. Despite twenty

years difference in their ages, they became close friends;

to her he credits his understanding of Bach's music and

French harpsichord style.

Another important relationship developed during this

time. In May of 1926 Poulenc heard Pierre Bernac sing his

Chansons gaillardes and was sufficiently Impressed to

suggest further collaboration. It was not until 1934,

however, that they were to work together, Poulenc filling in

at the last minute for Bernac's accompanist, who was Ill.

From this incident sprang a long collaboration. Poulenc

asserts he perfected his technique of writing melody through

performing Schubert Lieder and French chansons with

Bernac.17

At this point Poulenc was successful as a composer and

pianist. Because of his inheritance he owned two

residences, an apartment in Paris and a home in Touraine,

and was free to compose and perform. Though he much

preferred the culture and sophistication of Parisian life,

he usually composed at Touraine where he was not distracted

by friends and activities.

Litsiaes A la Viercre Noire (for women's choir), the

third choral composition and first religious work, was

17. Poulenc, psclt. , 92-3.
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inspired by a significant event in Poulenc's life, perhaps

best described in his own words:

In 1936, a key date in my life and my career, taking
advantage of a working holiday in Uzerche with Bernac
and Yvonne Gourvern6, I asked Pierre to drive me to
Rocamadour, a place about which my father had so often
spoken. . . .

I had learned, several days before, of the tragic
death of my colleague, Pierre-Octave Ferroud. The
horrible snuffing-out of this musician so full of
vitality had absolutely stupefied me. Ruminating on thefrailty of our human condition, the spiritual life
attracted me anew. . . .

The very evening of that visit to Rocamadour, Ibegan my Litanies j ia Vierge Nolre for female voices
and organ. . . .

From that day forth, I returned often to Rocamadour,
putting under the protection of the Black Virgin such
diverse works as Fiqure humane, Staba Mater, dedicated
to the memory of my beloved friend Christian B4rard, and

- .-the Dialogues .des Carm4 lites of Bernanos. .

You now know the true source of inspiration for my
religious works.18

18. Ib d., 108-9:

"En 1936, date capital dans ma vie et dans macarriere, profitant d'un sijour de travail avec Yvonne
Gouverne et Bernac a Uzerche, Je demandal A ce dernier
de me conduire en auto A Rocamadour, dont J'avais tres
souvent entendu parler par mon pere. . . .

"Je venais, quelques Jours avant, d'apprendre lamort tragique de mon collhgue Pierre-Octave Ferroud. Lad6 collation atroce de ce musicien si plein de force
m'avait frapp6 de stupeur. Songeant au peu de polds denotre enveloppe humane, la vie spirituelle m'attiralt a
nouveau. . .

"Le soir mkme de cette visite A Rocamadour, jecommencal mes Litanies a la Viere Noire pour voix de
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From this time, choral music, especially sacred choral

music,, was a favored genre of composition. PetItesvo x , a

secular work for women's choir, immediately followed the

LiJaniez in September, 1936.

The choral works written from 1937-41 (Messe en sol

MaJeur, Stcheresses, Quatre motets pour en temps de

pniLtenCe, Eul ateDeg and Salve Regina) vary widely.

S cheress2M (cantata for chorus and orchestra) is an

atypical Poulenc work, stark and strident. The Megge

(four-part, a acappella choir) though difficult, is a

particularly rich and complex composition and should be

performed more often. Some of Poulenc's most dramatic

writing is contained in the Lenten motets (mixed choir, a

cappella). Exultate Deo, brilliant and Joyful, contrasts

with the calm and Introverted Salve Regina (both mixed

choir,, a cappella).

Meanwhile, World War II had begun, during which

Poulenc struggled with depression. Some of his Jewish

femme et orgue. . . .

"A dater de ce Jour, Je suis retourn6 bien souvent a
Rocamadour, mettant sous la protection de la Vierge
Noire des oeuvres diverses comme Fioure humane, le
StAb~at, l Ia memoire de mon cher Christian Bbrard. .
l'opera que Je viens d'entre-prendre d'apres les
Dialociues des Carmelites de Bernanos.

"Vous connaissez maintenant . . . Ia veritable
source d'inspiration de mon oeuvre religieuse."
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friends were deported and his close friend Milhaud emigrated

to America, while he remained in occupied France. Though

not usually political, he exhibited his patriotism and

support of the Resistance In some of his music from this

period, namely the song "C",, the choral cantata U13 oIr de

neLge (1944), and, especially, Figure humane (1943). This

work for double mixed chorus, a cappella, sets underground

patriotic poems by Eluard.

Following the war, Poulenc's first choral compositions

were the Chansons francalses, lighthearted settings of

traditional French folksongs. Subsequently Poulenc composed

Quatre petites riDres de Saint Frangols d'Assi se (1948),

Stabat Mater (1950), Quatre motets Pour en temos de Nod]

(1951-52), and Ave verum corpus (1952). The Stabat Mater, a

large twelve-movement work for five-part choir, orchestra,

and soprano soloist, was hailed as a success.

Poulenc began composing an opera in 1953 on a play by

George Bernanos. Throughout the composition of Dlalogueg

des CAmelLtes (1953-56) Poulenc's letters express the

severe depression he experienced, partly because of a

problem with copyright and partly due to personal

identification with the nuns of the story.

Three years later he produced the Gloria, his most

sparkling and sensuous religious work. The Gloria (soprano

soloist, mixed choir, and orchestra), often described as

having secular aspects of style, conveys a spirit of earthy
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joy counterbalanced with moments of mystical serenity.

These contrasting aspects of Poulenc's nature and

compositions are mentioned by nearly everyone who writes of

Poulenc. Ned Rorem observes:

He was deeply devout and uncontrollably sensual.

In short, his aspect and personality, taste and
music, each contained contrasts which were not
alternating but simultaneous. In a single spoken
paragraph he would express terror about a work in
progress, hence his need for a pilgrimage to the Black
Virgin's shrine at Rocamadour; his next breath extolled
the Joys of cruising the Deauville boardwalk. This was
no 'non sequitur' but the statement of a whole man
always interlocking soul and flesh, sacred and profane;
the double awareness of artist, and of their
emulator--the saints.19

Besides the Qloria, there are two other choral

compositions written toward the end of Poulenc's life, the

Laudes de Saint Antoine de Padua in 1957-59 and SntrC92 ng

des Tinbraes in 1962. Active to the end, Poulenc died

unexpectedly of a heart attack on 30 January 1963.

19. "Poulenc, A Memoir," TMo LXIV (Spring 1963), 28.



CHAPTER III

POULENC'S MUSICAL STYLE

Comosi t I onal Output

Poulenc composed over one hundred forty songs, more

than thirty piano works, several chamber music pieces, a

significant body of choral music and several dramatic works

including operas, ballets, film scores and incidental music.

Most of the songs use piano accompaniment, although a few

are scored with ensemble or orchestra. The piano

compositions include duo-piano works and piano concertos.

Poulenc also wrote a harpsichord concerto. The majority of

the choral compositions are a cappella, although

four--G orj, Stabat Mater, Sgchrzzssg , and Seot rogns des

Tinkbes--use orchestral accompaniment. Most of Poulenc's

orchestral works are for the stage or are written for dual

forces (five concert, four choral-orchestral works),

Poulenc uses traditional nineteenth century instruments.

There are no forays into electronic composition or

experimentation with unusual instruments beyond his concerto

for harpsichord. Percussion is used sparingly. Three of

the stage works (LeM B5che, Les Mammelles de Tiresias, and

Dialgaues des Carmalites) have significant choral passages.

24
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General Stylistic Consideratlons

When asked to write about his compositional technique,

Poulenc responded:

1. My rules are instinctive;
2. 1 am not concerned with principles and I am proud of

that;
3. I, thank God, have no system of writing (for me

system means "tricks")
4. As for inspiration, it is so mysterious that it is

wiser not to try to explain it; you believe then
that it will be conveyed by sharing? I doubt it.
Do not count then on a speech from me.1

Though Poulenc was familiar with avant garden

techniques of composition and often admired young composers

who adopted them successfully, he considered these

incompatible with his nature. His musical means of

expression, if labeled, would be stamped traditional or

conservative. The music, though subjective, Is typically

French in its clarity and restraint. It is also rife with

borrowed material as was common in the Baroque era, full of

references to and quotations from composers whose music he

1. La Revue Musicale, ed. Pierre Boulez, Fred Goldbeck, and
Virgil Thompson (Paris: edition Richard-Masse, 1977),
33-4:
"(I) que mon <<canon>>, c'est l'instinct;
(2) que J'un n'ai pas de principes et que Je m'en vaute;
(3) que, Dieu merci! je n'al aucun systhme d'6criture
systeme equivalent pour mol a <<trucs>>);
(4) que inspiration est une chose si mysterleuse qu"il
vaut mieux ne pas 1'expriquer, croyez-vous qu'lls seront
transports d'interet? J'en doute. Ne comptez donc pas
sur un latus de moi. . .1
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knew and loved such as Mozart, Stravinsky, and Mussorgsky.

Yet Poulenc's music is nearly always recognizable and

characteristic. In speaking of Poulenc, Martin Cooper wrote

that he "is a musical clown of the first order, a brilliant

musical mimic and adroit craftsman, who pieces together the

most heterogeneous collection of musical styles to form an

unmistakably personal style of his own." 2

Foremost in consideration of Poulenc's style are his

considerable lyric and melodic gifts. Many acknowledge him

to be one of the few great composers of melody so far in

this century.

Poulenc was knowledgeable about and inspired by

painting and poetry, often comparing music and art or

discussing how a particular poem or text inspired musical

composition. In texted works he demonstrates an amazing

aptitude for the French declamatory style. Ned Rorem writes

that even his "instrumental pieces become, at heart, word

settings from which the words are removed. "3

Poulenc's harmonic language was tonal and usually

diatonic, though not necessarily functional in the

traditional sense. His compositions were also primarily

2. French Music: From the Death of BerlLoz to the Death of
Faura (London: Oxford University Press, 1951), 194.

3. "Monologue and Dialogues," peraJNewg XLI (February
1977), 11.
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homophonic or chordal. Only occasionally did he use

polyphony and even then it is usually subject to a harmonic

scheme. The form of his compositions is usually additive4

or through-composed. That seems natural in vocal works, in

which Poulenc took his inspiration for musical setting from

the text. However, one finds the same techniques in the

instrumental works. He does use three part and rondo forms

or freely alternates several themes, but rarely does one see

any sort of motivic development.

As a composer Poulenc did not contribute novel

orchestrations or make new rhythmic inroads; nor did he

invent new harmonies. Indeed, he used snippets and direct

quotes of melody and harmony from other composers. Yet

Poulenc was original, that originality stemming from the

innovative manner in which he put together traditional

elements. His finest work was in the spheres of vocal

composition, solo and choral, in which he produced large and

significant bodies of literature. Poulenc predicted that it

was the vocal works, especially the choral compositions,

that would eventually be considered his best work:

Indeed, I think that I put the best and most authentic
side of myself Into my choral music. Excuse my

4. The term "additive" is used in this paper to indicate a
compositional style marked by perpetual addition of new
themes. Additive forms include repetition of themes, but
contrast with forms in which themes are developed.
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immodesty, but I believe that it is truly in this domain
that I have contributed something new, and I am not far
from thinking that if the world Is still interested in
my music fifty years from now, it will be interested
more in the Stabat Mater than in my Moements

C2r2tUels.",5

Though single components of musical composition and

style are sometimes difficult to separate, Poulenc's style

in the choral works will be analyzed in regard to separate

components: melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, and color.

Style in the Choral Works

Melody

Poulenc had a lyric gift, best seen in his melodies

that tend to be original, expressive, and well conceived for

the human voice. In fact, Virgil Thomson contends that

Poulenc was the greatest writer of melodies in his time.6

The melodies seem to be tunes derived from speech.

They are simple, brief, direct, and declamatory, using few

melismas. The pitches and rhythms of the melody line

generally follow the text declamation and the meter Is

frequently altered to provide the correct stress of the

French text. Poulenc's Latin prosody seems less carefully

considered. Much of that may be due to the French

5. Poulenc and Audel, g2,cit., 56.

6. Laurence Davies, The Gallic Muse (New York: Barnes,
1967), 158.
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pronunciation of Latin and to the French concern for the

number of syllables rather than which syllable. As French

is a non-accented language, the emphasis in setting poetic

forms or prose is on the number of syllables per line.

Therefore stress sometimes seems misplaced in French

settings of Latin (accented) texts.

Poulenc works include a great variety of melodic

styles. Some of his most memorable and vocal melodies are

written for wind instruments and occur in the chamber works.

In the choral works, tunes appear only in the lighter works,

such as Chansons frangalses or Petites voix. Highly lyrical

melodies are found in the choral works, as well as those

suggestive of plainsong. Poulenc often composed melodies

built of motivic fragments. And, finally, he sometimes

wrote phrases in which the more important aspect of the

music Is the harmonic progression, often with a

non-discernable melody. Combinations of these melodic types

also occur.

Rhythmic declamation of the text seems to govern the

length of melodic phrases. One most often finds one to four

measure phrases, though one and two measure phrases

separated by rests often relate to each other textually and

musically, forming larger two to six measure units.

Poulenc's melody is primarily conjunct and is usually

diatonic, though chromaticism occurs. The lines rarely

exceed an octave, and more often encompass a sixth or less.
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Stepwise movement predominates, while the most used

intervals are the P4, P5 and tritone. These intervals can

often be found in more than one part in the same measure.

Extremely wide melodic leaps rarely occur, though one does

find sevenths and ninths, especially in the bass.

In one sense one Poulenc's melody In the choral works

could be described as harmonically oriented, for often each

part is nearly equal in melodic importance and within a

chordal texture. Yet this characteristic adds to the lyric

quality of Poulenc's composition, as each part is singable.

Poulenc's lyricism prevails even in disjunct melodies with

expanded ranges.

Harmonx

Although Poulenc' s basic harmonic language is diatonic

and tonal, the harmonies are not always functional in their

usage. When Poulenc does use chromaticism, most often found

in the upper voices, it often ornaments diatonic textures.7

That can be seen in Example I from "Tenebrae factae sunt"

(Quatre motets pour en temos de Denitence/3). Here Poulenc

inserts a chromatic melodic line and a dissonant alto line

within the context of diatonic harmonies to express the text

"exci1amavit Jesus" ("Jesus cried out" or "exclaimed").

7. Richard Bobbit, The Harmonic Idiom in the Works of 'Les
ZLK' (Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1963), 373.

h, , laAmolualk- ,
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Example 1. "Tenebrae factae sunt" (Quatre motets pour un
temos de osni tence/3), measures 9-10.

subitoff

s

Px ca e$v - vit J . sus

A C r Y - r o ut wirth a laud volrey

Cry - znr u
CAt. naoud J e . s

u~r -

ex I to- it9op

ex . ai - . .vit J .
Cry . Ia4 a . loud Je . us

ex cla a
Cry . n. a

.Vit
loud

Je sus
Je -sus,

Much of Poulenc's chromaticism

unconventional harmonic motion.

seems to result from his

Examp le 2 shows paralle l

chromatic chords going from the dominant E to D major in

"Laus Regi" (Laudes de Saint An toi gine de Padoue/3) (m.

13-14).

Another use of chromaticism is seen In the

"Benedictus" (Messe en sol maJeur/IV). The movement begins

in C major, though throughout the harmonies frequently

modulate, becoming increasingly complex until finally

cadencing, in the final chromatic phrase before the

"Hosanna", In F# maJor. Other works, such as Un soir de

nrelgc, alternate chromatic and diatonic passages.

An individual and characteristic trait Is Poulenc's
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Example 2. "Laus Regi" (Laudes de Saint Antoine de
Padcue/3), measures 13-14.

Hic vt.vens ari-ha ZaSb. ri ae,

HIc vi~vens Mrrhaa 5LU.r . ,

Hie vi-vens arrhas Stu. ri .as,

use of frequent and flexible modulations, particularly seen

In the Messe en sol majeur, Stabat Mater, Quatre etites

Prieres de Saint Frangols d'Assise., and the motets. In the

"Santus" from the Messe, Poulenc shifts to the subdominant

key without changing the melodic line, while moving the bass

up a fourth. Example 3 shows a statement of the melody in

the original key (measures 12-13) and the change to the

subdominant key (measures 24-25) though maintaining the

melody at the original pitch level. Poulenc uses pivot chord

modulation frequently. In some instances, particularly if

enhancing a dramatic moment or emphasizing a line of text,

Poulenc uses direct modulation as shown in Example 4. The A

section cadences on an A chord (with no third sounding).

The B section begins with a solo line that starts on an A,
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though at the three-voice texture one real Izes there has

been a shift to f# minor.

Example 3. "Sanctus" (Messe en sol mnajeur/III), measures
12-13 and 24-25.

San.ctus Sanctus San

Sin..cttus Sanctus a . ts

San..3tus anCtus San . tus

dAjjj j1rer

San.ctus Sanctus San . etus

Sanetus Sanctus San etus

S.

A.

Ple . nisunt Jcm.11 et ter.ra

Pe . .izn . . I

el 4 SOI

P1

ExampI e 4. Ave Verum Corpus. measures 12-14.

-- .I

ve .re a - imm
par- Thau.who LB... died- w

op -PP '

im m
wth scno-

A.

T.

'I cw .Pie ni sunt

Pie . ni suntla t tar.

em i - et ter.raPie . ni unt

-A e7IthI,

No

3r- ------
I AF

v-ww- - 5 1 1 
i:=

- W -
I A is
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Poulenc frequently writes phrase after phrase with

shifting tonal centers and often ends a piece in a key other

than the original. These free and fluid modulations, along

with textural and dynamic changes, underscore the variety of

expression found in single pieces. They also help create a

sense of tonal ambiguity that often occurs in Poulenc's

writing. In those pieces which are most harmonically

ambiguous he usually ends with a clear, definable cadence

and tonality.

As one might deduce from the fact that Poulenc's music

is tonal, he most often writes half or full cadences, using

a variety of cadential patterns. Most often a cadence

employs dominant to tonic movement. The dominant chords are

often ninth or thirteenth chords. However, in the choral

music, Poulenc sometimes uses VI to I. Example 5 illustrates

this cadential procedure, moving from a VI6 harmony on the

penultimate chord to a final tonic chord.

Oftentimes a piece ends with a I7 or I13 chord. One

might say that seventh chords so pervade Poulenc's music

(including tonic sevenths) that the tonic is the I7 chord

rather than the simple tonic triad. One can learn much about

Poulenc's cadential writing by studying the last movement of

Figure humane. The text "J'ecris ton nom" occurs over 25

times, each time with a different cadential treatment!

It is often difficult to discern whether a phrase is

in the maJor or minor mode because of the frequent presence
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Example 5. "Tristis anima mea" (Quatre motets pour en terms
de o4nitence/4), 41-42.

p -veryang-

Sl*

pro vo , bis.
die for you.

PP

pro Yo - bis.
die for you.

pro vo bis.
die for you.

pro Vo . bis..
die for - you.

vo .bis.

for you.

vo bis.
for you.

of alternating major and minor harmonies. The first two

measures of "La blanche neige" (Sept chansons/1) Illustrate

this technique in Example 6. Though most of Poulenc's

chords have four or five members, he sometimes writes the

final chord without a third, leaving the tonality somewhat

obscure.

The great majority of chords In Poulenc's writing are

tertian. There is an abundance of seventh, ninth and

thirteenth chords, as well as chords with added sixths. He

also uses eleventh chords and chords with added seconds and



Example 6. "La blanche
1-2.

neige" (Sept chansons/1), measures

Asaez animi( -108)

Les an - ges les an - ges dans le ciel
The. an - gs the a l gts high ia bore

Les an ges les an - ges dans le cieL
The an gels the an geii high a - bove

1 09

Les an - ges les an - ges dans le ciel
The a - gels ite an gels high a bore

Les
The

an ges
an gels

les an - ges dans le ciel
fie an eels high a - bore

fourths. In fact, Poulenc writes seventh chords as

frequently as simple triads.

Poulenc's music Is full of "sidestepping" or parallel

chord movement, a Debussian characteristic. Example 7 shows

Example 7. "Bel le et ressemblante" (Sept Chansons/5),
measures 8-9.

trks lzi

Tout mi-roir des mi-roirsbri-ss. --
E-ry mar a r ig bra ken glass

A. MK~4U

Tout mi-roir des mi-roirs bri- ss.
E v - ry mir -ror of bro - ken glass

B.

36
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his use of this technique. The parallel chord movement

takes on the nature of fauxbourdon in some of the religious

works such as the Litanieg.

Poulenc often uses harmonic oscillations employing

two, three or four chords. A typical usage of this

technique can be seen in Example 8.

Example 8. "La blanche neige" (Sept chanson /1), measures
3-4.

serprw itf

S.

L'un est v tu en of fi cier L'un est vie- tu en cuii- si -nier
One as an o'- I -cer is clad An-odt-er as a cook is clad

A. I P

L'un est v4 tu en of - i - cier L'un est vi - tu en cui- si -nier
One as an 0f1- f l-cer is clad An-ati-.er as a cook is clad

L un est v - tu en of - fi - cier L'un est ve - tu en cuii- si -nier
One as an ol-f-T cer is clad An-orf-er as a cook is clad

B. Z. P

L un est v - tu en of - LI - cier L'un est vi - tu en cui - si -nier
f00e as an o . JI.tcer is clad An . nth . er as a cr 4 is clad

One can also find many parallel fourths and fifths in

Poulenc's writing, expecially in the religious choral works.

An additional typical Poulenc trait Is the use of

pedals. Example 9 is characteristic. Here Poulenc puts the

"cry of the branches" as a pedal in the bass.

In the opening two measures of "Tenebrae factae sunt"

(Quatre motets pour en temps de Penitence/3) shown In
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Example 10, the pedal Is used to create organum, enhancing

the particular mood of this rellglous piece.

Example 9. "La bonne neige" (Un soir de neic-e/II), measures
16-18.

Lain tais tres III

le ciel noir Les branches mar - tes Ia A - trts - xv [)- la fo-
skies of black The dv -: ing hrncmh - es all are cry - inr UP r in the

Lointain trim fi

bon- no le ciel noir Les branches mar - tes la d' - trps - Se I - la fi-
The ce'I-IY snow thr" skiis of black The dy - inr branch - es all ure cry - inst l rr ein Me

Laintaiu trks ie

Labon- no nei -ge
na loveV v01 -thItnh le ciel noir I.es branches mur - tes la d* - tres - sop De la fa -The lowe-ly sno thr'u" skies of black The 4y- une IarwncA - es rl ui ar cry - ins lrc in Mhe

A * Loiutaiu tris lII

La36,n-norsei - ge Te ciel noir Les branches mr - tea Ta de - tres - so Do Ia fo -
ThE IQPI- 4

V 51109 TOU 1 A skies of black The dy- Mnw brcach- es all are cry - ing Here in the

Lain tain tria Ii

La -n nei - ge le ciel noir Les branches mur - tes la d - treess - se
The low.4 snow Ztrouh kies of black The dy -in branch - vs all are cry

pLaia ain.......

Ah
Ah Ah.

Alt.
Do [ la fa-

Her. in I/w

Dissonance is of considerable import to Poulenc's

music, though most often it functions within a consonant

f ramework , mak i ng h i s harmon i c language r i ch and comp lex.
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Example 10. "Tenebrae factae sunt" (Quatre motets pour un
temos de 24nitence/3), measures 1-2.

Lentoxmaolto e-60

A PP pp

Dark-ans fell u-poii LAe eartA,... dnrk-ness fell uL.pOnt the eartA,

To . no . br-TT . no . bra
Dark .- nes fel, dark .nesa fell

4m--

To .ne..br facta...sunt.. Te .ne.brao facta.... sunt
Dark..ness fell u.pontAe earth,- dark.ness fell u-pon the earth,

T . ne. bra,
Dark . ness fell,

Te no .bra
dark ness fel

He uses unprepared dissonance as often as prepared.

So-called dissonant structures such as 7th, 9th and 13th

chords sound consonant within Poulenc's harmonic framework.

Only occasionally is dissonance used in a harsh, strident

manner, seen most in S.chgrgsseg.

Generally the harmonic rhythm in Poulenc's music moves

quickly, usually one harmony per syllable. However, there

are instances where the harmonic motion does not fluidly

move through progressions. That occurs most often in

passages with oscillating harmonies and in rare passages of

static harmonies. Example 10 also illustrates the latter.
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Poulenc was no harmonic innovator. However, he did

use old harmonic elements in a unique and highly individual

manner. He claimed, "Time will reinforce the personality of

my harmonic style."8

Rhythm and Meter

Poulenc's choral works rarely present complex rhythms.

In nearly every work the quarter note is the basic rhythmic

unit with usually no more than duple divisions of the beat.

He often writes vocal lines that consist primarily of a

succession of eighth notes. Most often each part moves in

the same or a very similar rhythm, though a few examples to

the contrary will be shown in the section on texture.

In repetition Poulenc most often keeps the rhythm the

same regardless of whether the melody changes, though

occasionally the rhythm is slightly altered. Sometimes he

uses the same or similar rhythmic patterns through several

lines of text. He is also fond of using ostinato. Example

11 is characteristic, showing the ostinato pattern used in

measures 44-47 of "Marie" (Sent chansons/6).

These aspects of rhythmic pattern treatment

(repetitions, non-complex organization, each part with the

same rhythm) promote clarity of texture and facilitate

Poulenc's penchant for quick tempos.

8. Wendel, ed., op. clt., 128: "Le temps renforcera
d'ailleures ]a personality de mon style harmonique."
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Example 11. "Marie" (Sept chansons/6), measures 45.

ra la se - mai.,- ne
week will be - ver

la la la la la la la la la la la La

4- -3 -_

ra la se - ma-ne
week wll be - ver

la la

There are frequent meter changes in Poulenc's choral

compositions, though again these present few problems to the

performer or conductor because the quarter note is usually

the basic beat unit. Poulenc commonly alternates , ,

and measures along with the most frequently used and

measures to give appropriate textual stress or to accomodate

a certain number of syllables. In "Tenebrae factae sunt," a

piece of forty-one measures, there are twenty-three meter

changes, and "Belle et ressemblante" (Seyt chansons/5), with

twenty-five measures, alters meter eleven times. These

examples are typical.

Texture

Chordal homophony with syllabic declamation of text

dominates the choral works. However, a hallmark of
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Poulenc's choral style is the remarkable variety of texture

one finds, even within single pieces or movements.

A primary means by which Poulenc accomplishes this

diversity of texture within homophonic settings is the use

of concertato techniques (contrasting a soloist or small

group of singers with the larger whole). The "Kyrie" from

Messe en sol maJeur, for example, uses different groupings

of choral forces in nearly every repetition of the phrases

"Kyrie eleison" and "Christe eleison." He periodically

intersperses varying combinations of solo groups for one or

two measures. In measure 5 he uses one soprano, one alto,

three tenors (all on the same part, falsetto), and one bass.

Poulenc often uses two parts singing the same melody in

different octaves. In the opening two measures of the

Kyrie, the sopranos and baritones sing the melody above a G

pedal in the soprano II and bass parts. These opening

measures also illustrate Poulenc's fondness for beginning a

piece with only partial chorus.

Along with concertato procedures, changes in harmony

and dynamics contribute to textural variation. An example

Is the setting of the first three phrases of text in

Exultate Deo. The motet begins, unusually, with fourteen

measures of imitative counterpoint. All four voices enter

fortissimo though only two voices ever sing simultaneously.

In measures 15-18 at the text "adjutori nostro," the writing

Is smooth, piano, three part, and chordal with modal
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Phrygian harmonies on E. In the following measure there is

another sudden contrast In sonority and texture. Here, at

the text "Jubilate Deo," Poulenc employs five parts, writes

one measure motives broken by rests, and shifts to a major

harmonies. Example 12 shows measures 15-20.

Example 12. Exultate Dep, measures 15-20.

S.

A.

T.

ad. in.to.ri nos

ad ju. to ri hnos . tro

PII

ad . ju. to ri nlos .

Ju . bi.la . te De .0 00

JA ;. P

'I

p4~

De.. . 0

w,

A

hi. la asa De

p in on1iII

Ju . bi.la .?et Do . 0

As seen in Exultate Deo, there are occurrences of

imitative polyphony and counterpoint In the choral works,

though these are relatively few In number, brief, sometimes

..

A.

T.

RI.

opMIL-- lp 6
lp

A.

4 r r
Ju . bi . la te

T
I

I
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almost rudimentary in technique, and often harmonically

governed. Example 13, taken from the motet Ave verum corr!us,

is typical.

Poulenc occasionally wrote pieces containing very

complex textures. One of the most complex is from "Par une

Example 13. Ave verum corpus, measures 10-11.

Vir -gi . neVir . -

... ne
Vir -. . gli .

Example 14. "Par une nuit nouvelle"
measures 15-16.

(Sept chansons/3),

subitement et tres exactement le double plus lent
2 Sop. Soli

'wtrsoux et tresre, ---- ~
r I HS. 4

H te faut un man-teau rou - ge.
You must have a coat of crim - son.
ptrWs mystrieux

A. w

IR te faut un man-teau rou - ge, Des gants roug'- un mas-que rou - ge,
You must have a coat of crim - son, Crim - son gloves, a mask of crim - son,

1

rou - ge.
. crim - son.

pp tr~s mystrieux

2 1 T5E 5 5 AVi

11 te faut un man-teau rou - ge, Des gants roug' un mas-que rou - ge,
You must have a coat of crim - son, Crim - son gloves, a mask of crim - son,

ires Basses
ptrts sec

B.

Ii te faut un man - teau rou - ge,
You must have a coat of crim - son,

T1

1w Vir .
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nuit nouvelle" (Set chansons/3), shown in Example 14. The,

piece is suddenly twice as slow at measure 15 and has five

parts instead of the single vocal line-in measures 11-14.

There are different rhythmic and textual patterns as well as

indications for three contrasting articulations.

A more frequently found texture consists of a melody

with an accompaniment in one or more part. Example 15, from

alve Regdna, Illustrates this. The melody, marked piano,

alternates between the soprano and tenor parts and is

accompanied by a pianissimo chordal background.

Example 15. Salve Regina, measures 44-47.

diiI cis vir - go Ma - ri . a dii . cis vir go Ma - ri . a

pp _____pp

did - cis vir - go Ma . ri . a dul . cis vir . go Ma - i. a
pp p dnuremtent en dmr a

dul. cis vir - o Ma . ri . - a dul . cis vir go Ma -ri a

dul.ei s vir. - go Md . ri . a dul . cis vir-. go Ma.. ri . . a

A quite different depiction of the same technique is

seen in Example 16, from "Cl ic, clac, dansez sabots"

(Chansons franraises/4). Here the melody, sung by a

baritone soloist, Is accompanied by the "click, clack" of

voices imitating dancing wooden shoes.
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Example 16. "Clic, clac, dansez sabots" (Chansons
fran!;Ajs=/4), measures 66-70.

The Fadier.arily

r

A l 1= do= en -semble = dia - bke ca sra ben un Cc b-rzs
You ci a di to tha dw- a GI Goad rid-dew ts yvz &W

cei .cia c dic ic c CU dc dc d=c
Ru t dexc. Cik dck dick dlack dik dck ick cl dck

A. .i

ck dick4 ic A dclk ddc* ck

d= I I J

In p~au c cdu ce die di dc1W dx diEW
1 to dewd. dick deck - dick dck dck dick dick deck

Poulenc writes for soloist and chorus in several of

the choral works. In the sixth and final movement of

Glor.a, one finds three typical methods used to vary texture

within the context of soloist and chorus. At times the

soloist's melody is accompanied by relatively static

harmonies in the choral parts (measures 65-70, for example).

Example 17 shows the contrast of soloist against two

different choral textures in preceding and subsequent

measures. And finally, in Example 18 the tenors sing the

melody in octaves with the soprano soloist, a technique

often used in similar ways in Poulenc's music. -

MWVWW M- - - wwwww ,
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Example 17. "Qut sedes ad dexteram Patris" (GIQr~ia/VI),
measures 52-56.

long a48

Aci - l - - m n, A - - m ,

- I I I = g g

uiissedesA
Thron'd on AigA I A men~

0e dAA .m..meen

A T/zron'd on kig9z

S Qum se.des Amen
Throi'd on AiA men

A 7N:me

QuL...se des
Ahrk n'd an.AAme

Example 18. "Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris" (GL2orU/VI),
measures 78-79.

S.".

Tu solus Al tis ..si mus
Thou a.one art Lord most kigA,

H ALF

T.

Tu so.lus Al tis .si.mus
Thou a.kma. ari Lord vwsi igh ,

B AI I IIIl III I I II I

I

w
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As in every aspect of Poulenc's choral writing,

textural considerations are often inspired by the text.

Many of the examples recorded previously in this section

bear out that fact. Another kind of example is seen in

measures 35-39 of "Marie" (Sept chansonZ/6). Here one finds

the only occurrence of a single voice texture in the piece,

depicting the solitude of the narrator walking along the

river.

Example 19 shows another relationship of text and

texture, seen in measures 4-10 of "Timor et tremor" (Quatr.

motets oour un temRs de penitence/1). In measure eight,

there are five parts instead of four, each In a

significantly lower register and subito pianissimo. (The

dynamic marking had been ff.) The lower, thicker sound is

descriptive of the text, "et caligo cecidit" ("now darkness

descends on me"). One measure later Poulenc uses a

crescendo, rare in his music, depicting the words "cedidit

super me" ("darkness overwhelms me").

Textural diversity, evident throughout Poulenc's

choral oeuvre, occurs within nearly every piece or movement.

It is one of his most constant, innovative, and expressive

stylistic characteristics.

color

It Is already evident that Poulenc employs a large

palette of colors in the choral works. That point will not
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Example 19. "Timor et tremor" (Quatre -motets pour un temps
de oenItence/1) , measures 4-10.

subito pp P

et ca -i - go ce-ci . dit,..... ce-ci dit si per me.
Now darkness de scends on me,_. Aea-vvy darkness oer -whelms me;

et ca.. ii - go ce-ci - dit,.. ce..ci dit sit per me.
Now darkness de scends on me, hea..vy darkness o'er.. whems me;

T. V I I _dr
et ca - 1i- go ce.ci . dit, ce..ci dit su . per me......

Now darkness de scends on me,... Aea..vy darkness o'er.. whems me;

B.

et ca..i -go cc.ci - dit, ce..c dit su . per me........
Now darknessde scends on me,. hea-vy dark-ness o'er..whelms me;

st- per me,. ve - ne - runt si per me,-... s -per me,
hold on me, have La .ken hold on me... hold on me

sit-per me,-... ve ..tie . run t s - p er me,..-.. s - per ne,
hold on me... AnveIa - ken hold on me- hodonme

st -per mne, v e ne - runt su per me,..... si.per me,--
hold on me.- have La ken hold on me,.- hold on me

801

su..per me,..... ve- n runt s- per me,..... sn-pr me,__
hold on me,-.... have la-ken hold on me,....... hold on me

be reiterated here. There are a few added considerations

however.

Especially In the part writing for voices, Poulenc

gives careful attention to chordal sonorities. This

practice is seen on a broad scale in Example 20, from "Quem

vidistis pastores dicite" (Quatre motets Pour un tem2s de
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Noel/2). Here Poulenc uses only the upper three voices In

bright registers to depict the excitement of the text.

Example 20. "Quem vidistis pastores dicite" (Quatre motets
pour un temps de No6l/2), measures 27-28.

et an -nn - ia - - te Na- ti - Vi - ta temlTe the i - dings that Christ is born to save s,

Ct 2n - nun t a - te Na. ti - V ta - tem,
Tei lhe gi ding Cwhr t is hmrn to save us,

e 3 n-nu -tja -e Chris - - i Na- ti-vi - ta tem,Tell the gladsit -din Mtar Christ Is horn to save us,

Example 21, from "Timor et tremor" (Quatre motets pour

un temps de P6nitence/1) illustrates Poulenc's attention to

choral sonority in microcosm. It would have been easier on

beat three to put the e in the alto and the b in the tenor.

Poulenc seemed to want not only a particular chord but a

particular sonority.

Though employing many contrasts in timbre and range,

Poulenc tends to use voices in the higher parts of ranges,

particularly in the men's parts, for brilliant effects. As

befits the text, this can be seen In the bass and tenor

parts throughout "Hodle Christus natus est" (Quatre motets

Pour un teams de NoI/4).

A few of the choral works are scored for chorus and

orchestra. Poulenc was conservative In his orchestrations,
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Example 21. "Timor et tremor" (Quatre motets Pour un temps
de onitence/1), measure 14.

mi . se - re -
be mer.cz. -

A.

T.

be mer. cz -
dig g 1!o5- rW -

B. d

M1 . se -re
be mer-.C1

utilizing neither a large Romantic orchestra, nor any

unusual instruments. In the orchestral writing Poulenc

wrote best for woodwinds, often assigning them cantabile

melodies, vocal in style.

In the works for chorus and organ and for chorus and

orchestra, the chorus is usually more important, the organ

or orchestra serving accompanying or connective functions.

Factors of Style Affecting 1empo

There are aspects of Poulenc's style that influence

considerations of tempo determination. It should be noted

that though these aspects will be discussed separately, a

final determination cannot be made based on a single factor.
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It has been shown that Poulenc's melodic style varies

a great deal, even within one genre. There are two types of

melodies that have special implications for tempo. One is

melody made of fragments of motives, often separated by

rests. This melodic technique can be seen throughout

several works, including "Quem vidistes pastores dicite"

(Quatre motets Dour un temos de No'd1, 2) and "Laudamus te"

(Glrjj/II). Without an even pulse these pieces are

halting, losing musical momentum as well as continuity of

text. Repetition of these melodic (and rhythmic) motives

underscores the assertion that these kind of pieces require

an even tempo.

The other type of melody with implications for tempo is

Poulenc's most lyrical melody, which sometimes seems to be

too fast when sung at the indicated tempo. These melodies

occur primarily in pieces written for soloist and choir. An

example can be seen in the "Agnus Del" of the Messe en sol

mtIsur. Even avoiding a romantic interpretation, the

melodic line, beautiful and beautifully conceived for the

voice, seems too fast at 4 = 64. The piece becomes much

more harmonically oriented at measure 26. Here the complex

and rapidly shifting harmonies also are clearer when

performed at a slower tempo.
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Harmony

The typical harmonic rhythm of Poulenc choral works Is

one harmony per syllable. Since Poulenc also has a

propensity for fast tempos, these two aspects do not always

combine well.

An example can be seen in the fourth Lenten motet

"Tristis est anima mea," which has two sections marked "vivo

ed inquieto j = 92." The quarter here Is continually

divided into sixteenth values. The sections are effectively

written in contrast to others marked "molto calmo 4 = 58"

(primarily quarter- and half-note movement) to depict the

disciples fleeing away. However, given the sixteenth notes,

syncopations, and rapidly shifting harmonies, the marked

tempo seems a little fast.

The quick harmonic rhythm of most of the seventh

movement of Fioure humane adds to the difficulty of

negotiating the indicated tempo. This example is discussed

more thoroughly in the subsequent section on Texture and

Color. Not only are the beauties of Poulenc's harmony

sometimes lost at such fast tempos, in some instances these

complex sonorities are very difficult to tune.

There are some instances in which an indicated slow

tempo does not seem slow enough, at least partially due to

the harmonic structure. Such an example can be seen in the

second half of movement XI in Jtabat Matr. The piece is

harmonically conceived, with chromatic tones and leaps of a
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P4, T, P5, and M6 in individual lines. The harmony shifts

over a B-flat pedal in the bass voice and orchestra. The

harmonic orientation, structure, and rhythm combine to

suggest a broad and heavy tempo, slower than Poulenc's tempo

indication.

Rhythm and Meter

It has already been noted that Poulenc uses rapidly

changing meters and successions of eighth-notes in order to

create a flowing, unhampered text declamation. These

changing meters free the music from regular patterns of

accents and beats. It has also been noted that Poulenc

reuses rhythmic patterns, sometimes immediately, sometimes

later in the movement or piece, sometimes modified slightly

by meter or note value alterations. These patterns lend

unity and, along with changing meters, support the idea that

tempo is to be a stable factor.

Texture and Color

Texture and color are means through which Poulenc

achieves variety or contrast in his choral works. Although

neither appears to play a primary role in tempo

considerations, they often are influential when viewed in

conJunction with other stylistic aspects. Examples of

textures have already been discussed in the melody and

harmony sections (i.e., accompanied melody, chromatic or

thick harmonic progressions).
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An example of color combining with other aspects to

influence tempo can be seen in the fifth movement of FgLgra

humine. The indicated tempo is "tres vite et tres violent

J.= 184" ("very fast and very violent/rough"). As there is

constant division of the already quick quarter-note into

eighths, this tempo is extremely fast. The supporting

voices (alI but the top melodic part) sing in rhythmic

patterns. The lowest voice of any phrase quite often must

negotiate fourth, fifth, and octave leaps, not only to the

specific harmonies but also the specific sonorities that

Poulenc desires. This part and the melody line are

difficult, especially in regard to diction, to negotiate at

this tempo.



CHAPTER IV

POULENC'S TREATMENT OF TEMPO MARKINGS

IN HIS MUSIC

How Poulenc Marks Tempo

In order to develop guidelines for dealing with

Poulenc's tempo markings in his choral music, the next task

is to examine how Poulenc uses such Indications In the

choral scores. Every choral score has been thoroughly

examined, with the exceptions of the choral portions of the

stage works (1.e., Les Biches, Dialogues des Carmelites, and

Les Mamelles de Tir sias) and Chanson A oLire. The latter,

a brief piece, stands apart from the body of choral work in

that it was written fourteen years before the rest. A list

of Poulenc's choral pieces including pertinent Information

can be found In Appendix A. Tempo marks in each piece are

recorded in Appendix B.

Initial Indications

At the beginning of each choral piece, Poulenc always

gives a metronomic Indication coupled with a verbal tempo

expression. In forty-five percent of the works the verbal

indication is a traditional musical term. For example,, "Le

faut avenir" (Secheresses/III) is marked "allegro molto"

56
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and "0 Quam Tristis" (Stabat Mater/III) "trbs lent." In

other pieces (thirty percent) Poulenc has written both a

musical term and mood indicator. "Trhs vif et joyeux"

(Glria/II), "tres anim6, gal et mecanique" ("Les

Tisserands," Chansons frangalses/8), and "calme mais sans

lenteur" ("Benedictus," Mesfa/IV) are examples.

Finally, in about twenty-five percent of the pieces

the verbal expression indicates only a mood with

implications for tempo. Examples Include "majesteux et

6clatant" (Quatre oetites Driires de St. Frangls

d'"Aiise/2) and "melancholique et fatigue" ("Le petit garqon

malade," Petites voix/4).

In any case, the fact that Poulenc always records both

expressive and metronomic indications with careful attention

to both should be noted.

Ritardando

Poulenc writes an indication of "ritardando"

twenty-five times in eighty-seven choral movements or works.

This occurs in sixteen different movements (eleven single

works). In nearly every case, the ritard is indicated for

only one measure or a portion of one measure. "Ceder"

occurs only twice. Most often the indication is "cdder A

peine" or "ceder un peu" (slow down a little). In the

majority of those instances the indication occurs at the

cadence that ends a piece or movement.
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There are also several instances in which this

indication occurs within a piece In the last measure(s) of a

section. In every such case but one (Quatre motets Pour un

tem2s de Noil/2, m. 20), the following sections begin at a

new tempo. One example occurs in "Les Sauterelles"

(kcheresaV1). In measures 105-106 the orchestra plays

two measures marked "Ceder A peine," while the chorus

subsequently enters asaPpella, at a tempo twice as slow as

that which has preceded their entrance.

The remaining uses of ritardando seem to be textually

Inspired. One example can be found in the "Gloria"

(Mesgg/II), measures 41-43. Poulenc writes numerous other

tempo indications in this movement, such as "Sans presser"

and " = strictement." However, at the text "Qui sedes

ad dexteram Patris" ("who sitteth on the right hand of God")

Poulenc departs from the broken lines of "suscipe" and the

plain-chant style of "deprecationem nostram" to write a more

elevated musical setting. The vocal lines are more melodic

with deliberate rhythmic movement while the soprano line has

the highest tessitura of the section. Coupled with a slight

slowing in tempo, these depict the royal and heavenly nature

of Christ.

Poulenc writes "allargando" or "cedez beaucoup" only

three times. This marking is used in what is certainly one

of the most exciting and moving moments of choral music that

Poulenc wrote, Figure humaine/VIII. After several tempo
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changes in this final movement, Poulenc marks an "allargando

molto" in measures 119-120. The piece subsequently returns

to the original tempo of the movement for the last nine

climactic measures in which the word "Libert6", the subJect

of the entire poem, is finally sung.

In only one instance Poulenc indicates "un peu plus

lent." Usually a new tempo within a piece is marked in a

similar manner as at the beginning of a piece, utilizing

both a verbal expression and a metronomic marking. However,

in "Par une nuit nouvelle" (Sept chansons/3) Poulenc

indicates a little slower tempo at measure 22. This appears

to apply for the entire final section until the final

cadence, which is marked "a tempo." Instead of a gradual

slowing, the marking indicates an immediate slightly slower

tempo that applies to the entire section.

Aggelerando

Accelerando indications are virtually nonexistent in

Poulenc's choral works. He does write "un peu plus vite" (a

little more quickly) or some equivalent phrase nine times.

However, half of these instances include new metronomic

indications. All such instances seem to be intended as a

new slightly faster tempo for a whole section, not as

accelerandos. The only true accelerando is found in "Le

squelette de ]a Merl' (&Se6hers e /IV), at measure 44 where

Poulenc writes "Presser un peu, et tres progressivement
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jusqu' a f" (measure 56) ("go a little faster, very

progressively until \_j1".

Poulenc does achieve a sense of accelerando by using

the unusual technique of terracing the tempo toward faster

and faster "levels" in Ficaure humaine/VIII. The movement

begins ,1 = 80 with the added indication "On animera et on

ralentira ce choeur par pallers, de 80 - 96 - 120 - 132 et

138 ' aa noire." (The chorus should be speeded up and slowed

down by stages, 80, 96, 120, 132 and 138). Though an

interesting concept and effective writing, these

accelerating tempos occur in "stages" or levels, constant

through sections, and not as accelerandos.

No rallentando

One cannot understand the full significance of these

facts until becoming aware that Poulenc wrote more

indications requiring the tempo to remain stable than to

change. "Sans ralentirf," or an equivalent phrase, occurs at

least eighteen times, with ten of these instances found at

cadence points at the end of a section or a piece

(movement). A typical example can be seen In the final

measure of "Le faut avenir" (Qcherese/III). The altos

have held a G for seven and one-half beats (half-note beats)

while the orchestra plays an eighth-note pattern. In the

final measure, the last two words (four syllables) are set

to four eighth-notes. Poulenc obviously wants a strong
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contrast between the previous legato phrase with long notes

and the quick, dry effect of the final eighth-notes.

Three indications of "sans ralentir" occur after

fermatas or ritardandos. Examples include the "Kyrie"

(Mraes/I), measure 3; Stabat Mater/IX, measure 39; and

"Quem vidistis pastores dicite," (Quatre.motets Pour un temo

de NQjL/2), measure 21. Also Poulenc uses the phrase "au

mouvement" several times after a ritard as if to remind that

the piece has one primary tempo. An example is found in

measures 20-21 of "Quem vidistis pastores dicite" (QUatre

motets nour un temD de Noil/2).

In "Le Herisson" (Petits volx/5) Poulenc indicates a

"senza rallentare" two measures before the final three A

major chords. The melody line suddenly moves in

eighth-notes instead of primarily quarter notes as in the

previous five measures. The next measure, which contains

the cadence to A maJor, is written with staccato

articulation. It is after the cadence that Poulenc repeats

the text "Ila maison" (our house) on three static A major

chords. He not only writes a half-note rhythm for each

syllable (the first time In the set of five pieces that this

occurs), but also writes the rare indication "allargando" --

definitely a secure ending for the set.

In Salve Regina Poulenc also indicates "sans ralentir"

at the beginning of the final section In the piece. Here

the rhythmic movement of the line does not change. For the
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text (repeated several times) "o dulcis virgo Maria" ("0

sweet virgin Mary"), the dynamic marking drops to pp for

most of the section, the quietest dynamic marking of the

piece (except for four previous measures marked pp and the

final two marked ppp). The effect is that of murmured

prayer to a beatific Mary. However, by writing "jusqu 'a la

fin...sans ralentir" Poulenc indicates that the sweetness of

the section is to come from the dynamic levels, vocal

writing and text repetition, not merely by a slower or

rubato tempo.

In Fiaure humaine/II, measure 18, it Is not so obvious

why Poulenc wrote "sans ralentir." However, the marking

occurs the first time that the vocal forces used are

completely altered between one measure and the next, and

after the first breath mark of movement II. Also the melody

line moves primarily in quarter notes, Instead of the

previous eighth-notes, though an accompanying line of "]a,

la..." continues to move in eighth-notes.

Finally, in two instances in the GLrjia Poulenc writes

"sans trainer" at the beginning of new sections. In the

"Laudamus Te" the indication comes in measure 52 after a

brief six measure section in a completely different and much

slower tempo ( = 60). Poulenc writes T*I*(tempo primo).

Though the section begins with new melodic material, it ends

with text and melody from the first section.
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No accelerando

Poulenc also uses the tempo indication "sans presser"

at least sixteen times in thirteen movements or pieces.

This indication is almost always near the beginning or

middle of a piece. The four representative examples of his

use of this marking given here come from works of differing

types. In the "Kyrie" of Messe en so) maJeur he wrote "sans

presser" at measure 26, in the middle of the "Christe

eleison," in which rhythmic movement is in terms of quarter-

and half-notes as opposed to the eighths of the Kyrie. Yet

six measures later he adds "sans presser," insuring that the

effect of slowing down that he has already written into the

music is not compromised. Three measures later Poulenc

again writes I1= when the Kyrie returns once again in

primarily eighth-note movement.

In "Marie" (Seot chansona/6) Poulenc writes "Toujours

au meme mouvt et sans presser" in measure 44. Up to this

point the melodic movement throughout the piece has eighth-

and sixteenth-note movement. At measure 44, however, the

accompanying line of "]a, Ia, la...", which is in

sixteenth-notes, Is re-entering after being out for nine

measures while the melody suddenly changes to primarily

quarter-note movement.

In the motet "Exultate Deo" Poulenc writes "sans

presser" at measure 61. Here the dynamic levels do not

change nor does the basic movement of the line. However,

immw_ 14P
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the marking occurs at the beginning of a section during

which some performers tend to accelerate due to the rhythm's

short phrases, dotted rhythms and repetition of textual

rhythmic phrases.

In Stabat Mater/XI Poulenc indicates "sans presser" at

measure 22, eight measures after there has been a sudden

tempo change from I = 120 to subito adagio =63. The

dynamic level here is a level louder (from pp to p), and the

orchestra enters after not playing for ninety measures.

Because of these factors the tempo might easily accelerate.

Again, Poulenc indicates that the tempo Is to remain

constant while other factors provide contrast.

Other Tempo Indications

Poulenc uses other tempo marks to keep tempos stable.

The term "au movement" or "strictement au meme mouvement"

has already been discussed. Several times he writes

"strictement en mesure" (or an equivalent phrase). For

example, this occurs in measures 16-17 of "Le petit gargon

malade" (Petits.vofx/4). Here the texture changes from

three parts with smooth articulation to one staccato part.

Again Poulenc makes it clear that while other factors are

changing, the tempo is to remain constant. Another typical

usage of this particular term occurs in the final two

measures of Exultate Dec. After the slight ritard of the

cadence, Poulenc uses the direction of "strictement en
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mesure" to achieve a particular duration and cut of f for the

final note.

There are several instances In which Poulenc writes

' j" or something l ike " = precedent." Examples

of the latter type will be discussed later in this chapter.

Once again, however, we have directives indicating that the

tempo is to remain constant or Is directly proportional to

the previous section.

Most other tempo indications will be discussed in the

next section of this chapter as they bear upon the

interrelatedness of form and tempo in Poulenc's music.

SUmmar M

Poulenc wrote numerous indications of tempo throughout

the choral works. More tempo indications are given to keep

a constant tempo than to cause fluctuation. Indications

stabilizing the tempo occur most often in measures utilizing

dynamic and textural changes. Ritardando, most often

indicated by "Ceder a peine" ("slow down a little"),, occurs

most often at cadences at the end of pieces or ends of clear

sections. Those occuring in the body of the piece are

usually followed by "au movement" or a similar Indication.

Only one true "accelerando" and three "allargandos" occur,

each time heightening dramatic musical moments or lending a

strong sense of security and finality to a set of pieces.
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There are several pieces or single movements employing

two distinctly different tempos. Even when Poulenc

indicates slightly faster or slower movement, this applies

to a whole section as a new level of tempo, rather than as a

gradual adjustment.

Relationship of Form and Tempo

In Poulenc's choral music, form most often originates

in and grows out of melody and text. The music is not

developmental but, rather, additive. Poulenc repeats his

themes, sometimes exactly and sometimes slightly modified,

or restates them in a new key or with a varied

accompaniment; or he moves to a new musical Idea, sometimes

returning to previous ideas later. Because of these

compositional procedures Poulenc composes most naturally In

smaller forms. His larger works are really sets of smaller

pieces.

Though Poulenc's instrumental pieces are most often

composed in ABA forms, the majority of the choral works are

through-composed, with varying amounts of repetition. There

are a few ternary or rondo choral works (for example, "0

magnum mysterium" (Quatre chansons pour le temos de Noil/1)

is in the form ABA'), but only a few. Though Poulenc did

not write any purely strophic pieces, there are some

modified strophic works, found primarily and predictably in

the Chansons frangalses, choral arrangements of folk songs.
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Unlike the songs for solo voice, Poulenc's choral

works frequently use repetition. As with other aspects of

style, Poulenc employs repetition in a variety of ways, with

no one method seeming to dominate his writing. Even within

single pieces Poulenc uses several kinds of repetition.

Most often the repetitions occur successively, though many

can be found after other musical and textual ideas have been

presented. Except in rare Instances, a repeated or modified

musical idea Is connected to a particular line or text.

Oftentimes Poulenc repeats phrases exactly, or alike

in every respect except dynamic level. Sometimes he will

make slight melodic alterations while keeping the rhythm

intact. In far fewer instances he does the opposite, though

usually altering the rhythm only in the initial note.

Poulenc also often transposes the musical material to new

keys or repeats the primary melody (at the same or a

different pitch level) while altering the vocal

accompaniment. In these latter instances the harmony may or

may not change. Musical settings are engendered by the

lines of texts. Poulenc does not employ text-painting or

contrapuntal writing frequently; however, he composed with

careful attention to textual concerns and nearly every line

of text has a unique musical realization. Relatively

frequently, even though the text is repeated, the musical

material changes. But only rarely does he use the same
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musical material for different texts. Sometimes the rhythm

is retained while melody and harmony are altered.

Regardless of the particular methods employed, melodic

and rhythmic repetitions not only lend unity and form to

Poulenc's choral compositions but suggest that tempos are to

be relatively constant.

Tempo and form are often closely related in this

music, with tempo having a structural function. This can be

seen in the "Kyrie" of the Messe en sol maJeur. Poulenc

proceeds, as most composers do, to set the "Christe" in a

manner that contrasts with the surrounding "Kyrie" sections.

Poulenc does that partially by textural and dynamic changes,

but primarily by using quarter- and half-note values instead

of the eighth-note movement of the "Kyrie" sections. He

insures this proportional contrast Ajd provides unity to the

structure of the piece by insisting three times (at the

beginning of each section and the coda) that" J =

strictement." He also includes "sans presser" ("without

going faster") in the "Christe" section, to insure tempo

stability.

In the second movement of Ficiure humaine at the text

"]a derniere toilette des heures" ("the last toilet of all

time") the indication "le double plus lent du Tempo c6de"

occurs. This follows four measures of ritardando which

illustrate stones sinking down and disappearing in the

waters. The primary note value continues to be the quarter

"ANAOROWA i;k-WMNA*m& 'o ff.
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note, resulting in a section (like the "Christe") that

sounds twice as slow.

In "Par une nuit nouvelle" (Sept chansons/3) at

measure fifteen, Poulenc gives a similar direction

"subitement et trbs exactement le double plus lent." The

effect, however, is very different from the previous

example. It is not the tempo that changes, but rather the

notation. For the first time in the piece there are

sixteenth-note divisions of the quarter. The piece sounds

similar to the opening section as far as note movement Is

concerned. This quiet section has the most complex texture

yet in the piece and is marked "tres doux et tres li6"

("very sweet and very smooth") in contrast to the markings

"vehement" and "tris violent" ("very violent") in the louder

section. Quick rhythmic lines are the primary musical

material of the first section. At measure 15 (where the

notation changes), the quick rhythmic lines become

background to the line for two soprano soloists. Perhaps

Poulenc is subtly indicating a lighter approach by changing

the notation. Here the marking "trbs exactement le double

plus lent" is used to maintain a consistent tempo.

There are several pieces in which two distinct and

contrasting tempos occur. In some instances these two

tempos alternate. Such is the case in the first movement of

Sent reons des Tinebres. The movement opens and ends with

"tres calme = 46-48" ( = 48-50 at end) and alternates
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with "tres agite = 126" a few times in the course of the

piece. There are slight musical similarities, especially In

the "tres calme" sections. However, the only choral section

of Tempo 2 ( = 126) has nothing in common with the

previous orchestral sections In that tempo, nor does the

final recurrence of Tempo 1 C = 48-50) share musical

material with previous Tempo I sections. The final vocal

chord Is similar to the first vocal chord of the choral

Tempo 2 section, and the orchestra is given a long, held

chord, similar to the way the piece began. It Is primarily

the simple alteration of these two tempos that unifies the

piece and gives It Its form.

A piece employing two contrasting tempos is "Tous les

droits" (Sept chansons/4). The piece begins with the tempo

"large ( 4 = 69)," has a middle section marked "plus vite,

haletant et angolsse ( 9 = 100)," and ends In the original

tempo. The inspiration for this seems to be the text. The

middle section uses disturbing Images such as "ravaged by

fire," "which fights frantically," and "wounds of the

painful truth," whereas the first and last sections speak of

flowers, crystal, the scent of roses, and love. The final

section has little In common musically with the first; even

the opening phrase which Is repeated at the end uses

different melodic material though the rhythm is similar. It

is the use of contrasting tempos that gives the piece Its

ABA' form and Illumines the textual organization.
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An example that is unique in Poulenc's choral

composition, yet confirms Poulenc's structural use of tempo,

is seen in the final movement of Figure humane. The piece

starts = 80. At the beginning of each subsequent verse

the tempo is Increased by stages (96, 120, 132, 138), which

almost singlehandedly builds the tension of this litany of

places where "the sacred name" is being inscribed. The

tempo remains at = 138 for almost half the piece (over

50 measures), maintaining the intensity. Seventeen measures

before the end the tempo slightly slows, going back to I

= 132 for five measures. Two measures of "allargando molto"

occur, after which the original tempo returns. Here for the

first time in Ficure humaine Poulenc employs a full

double-chorus texture (twelve parts) and writes a fff

dynamic level. These aspects, coupled with the return of

the original broad tempo, create a stunning climax for the

long awaited utterance of the word "Llbertt."

It appears that Poulenc is using tempo as a means for

form in some of the larger works. For example, Figure 1

shows tempos of the 12 movements of the Stabat Mater.

= 56, or the equivalent J = 58, recurs in movements

throughout the piece, as well as in the first and final

movements. In movement VII the dotted quarter equals 58.

Significantly, Poulenc does not unify the Stabat Mater with

harmonic or rhythmic means. The only recurring melodic
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Figure 1. Poulenc's indicated
tempos in Stabat Mater

= 6VII 1= 58
II .= 88 VIII = 63
III a=t58 IX J= 58 =104 =56
IV=88 X =60
V =112 )=92XI =120 = 6 3
VI J=58 XII 1=56

material is the opening motive, which returns briefly in the

sixth movement and slightly altered in the last. Rather,

the text and the recurring tempo determine its form. This

technique is also at work in other large-scale choral

compositions, namely the Sept r6 Jons des Tanebraes and the

GlQia.

General Aporoach to the Music

Suggested by His Marks

The fact that management of tempo is important in

Poulenc's choral works is immediately evident by the

numerous tempo markings occuring throughout his scores as

well as the verbal and metronomic Indications that accompany

every single choral movement or piece. It Is possible that

since Poulenc gives both a general Indication and a specific

metronome mark that the metronome mark may be considered a

reliable guide rather than an absolute. Poulenc wrote "4 =

92 exactement" in the piano composition "Quinzieme

Improvisation" and "J = 176 strictement" in "Par une nuit
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nouvelle" (S t iChanson/3). These are the only instances

known to the writer in which Poulenc used the qualifiers

"exactement" and "strictement" in this manner, possibly

suggesting a less rigid interpretation of other metronomic

tempo indications.

In well over half of the individual movements Poulenc

uses tempo markings beyond the original tempo indication.

This in itself takes on more significance when one discovers

that the bulk of those movements which contain only an

initial tempo determination belong either to larger works

conceived as a single entity (i.e., Stabat Mater, Un soir de

nege, Sect ricons des Tenebraes, Figure humane) or are

found in Chansons frangalses, relatively simple settings of

folk songs. As has been shown, the form of Stabat Mater and

Sect r.cons des Tnbbraes (and, to a lesser degree, Eiurg

humati) is connected to relative or recurring tempos from

movement to movement. It has also been pointed out that

tempo relates to or defines the form of several Poulenc

works.

Poulenc Indicates or implies "senza rallentando" at

the end of twice as many pieces as those ending with a

" ritardando" indication. Of course there are also numerous

pieces which do not have a tempo marking at or near the

final cadence. The evidence indicates that Poulenc did not

think in terms of the typical Romantic cadential ritard, but
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rather in the context of specific textual and musical

situations.

One certainly cannot Ignore the text and expect to

have much understanding of or insight into Poulenc's

writing. Every aspect of musical consideration, including

tempo, seems to be influenced by the text in both broad and

minute contexts. Poulenc often "writes in" slower or faster

movement, appropriate for the text, by changing note values,

and sensitive rhythmic declamation of the text is a given.

These are techniques which depend upon stable tempos to

achieve the desired effect.

Another characteristic reinforcing the premise that

Poulenc used tempo as a unifying factor is that in nearly

every instance of ritard that he marks before the end of a

piece, he follows the r1tard immediately with "au mouvement"

(or an equivalent term) or a completely different tempo

indication.

Poulenc achieves contrast in his pieces primarily in

terms of dynamics, note values and textures. Though the

tempo occasionally becomes an expressive factor In this

sense, it is more typically used as a unifying factor both

in pieces or movements that can "stand alone" and in

movements which depend upon a larger context. Poulenc

terraces both dynamics and tempos; the former constantly

changes, becoming an expressive and contrasting element,
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whereas the latter does not (or should not) constantly

change, becoming a stabilizing and unifying element.



CHAPTER V

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF THE INACCURACY

OF POULENC'S METRONOME MARKINGS

In an interview with Claude Rostand, Poulenc said, "If

pianists would have confidence in my metronomic indications,

very carefully determined, many evils would be avoided.1"1

Pierre Bernac, the singer who collaborated extensively with

Poulenc, advises repeatedly to observe the carefully

indicated metronomic signs in Poulenc's songs.2 A friend of

Poulenc, Felix de Nobel, relates that Poulenc "fulminated

against artist-s who ignored his indications of tempo and the

like." 3 These statements and others like them seem to

clearly indicate Poulenc's attitude about the accuracy of

his metronomic markings. However, other evidence suggests

the contrary.

The order in approaching the evidence will be to look

first at Poulenc's collaboration with conductors, then at

Bernac's witness to Poulenc's performances of his own songs.

Poulenc's practice of composing at the piano and a look at

1. Poulenc, EntretLeng, 35: "Si les pianistes faisalent
conf lance a mes mouvements mdtronomique, tris
soigneusement 6tablis, bien des malheurs seralent
evit6s."

2. Bernac, op.2it.

3. "Memories of Francis Poulenc" Sonorum Soeculum XV (June
1963), 43.

76
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recordings in which he played or for which he expressed

approval will complete the search for external evidence

about tempos.

Incidences From Poulenc's Collaboration

with Conductors

Felix de Nobel recounts the following incident.

Poulenc sat in on a rehearsal of the Netherlands Chamber

Choir in which the "Sanctus" from the Messe en sol maJeur

was sung. He remarked that the piece had been sung too

rapidly. Felix de Nobel, the conductor of the group,

Justified his tempo by Poulenc's metronome marking. "Oh

that," Poulenc responded, "I made it that because most

choirs always sing too slowly." 4

Another such account is given by Marcel Couraud,

another conductor friend of Poulenc. Couraud requested

Poulenc's preferred tempo for his as yet unpublished motet

"Hodle Christus natus est" (Quatre motets Pour un temps de

N.JU/4). Poulenc's response was the quarter note at 72.

Convinced this tempo was too slow, Couraud Invited Poulenc

to attend a rehearsal and hear the motet at this tempo.

Poulenc stopped him after only a few bars and changed the

tempo to the quarter note at 108-112. After the first

public performance of the motet Poulenc again altered the

4. I id.,39.
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metronome indication, this time to 92.5

These two accounts in themselves raise the question of

the accuracy of Poulenc's metronome markings, especially in

the choral works.

Tem2o in the Sonos

Pierre Bernac collaborated in performance with Poulenc

for twenty-five years. Poulenc often accompanied him in

recitals, especially in recitals of his own compositions.

Sir Lenox Berkeley speaks of him as follows:

That Pierre Bernac was the supreme and unrivalled
interpreter of Poulenc's songs is well known. . .He
has the unique advantage of a long association with
Poulenc, who toured the world with him as his
accompanist, thereby giving him an understanding of
the songs that no one else could have.6

Poulenc told young singers who came to him for advice that

Bernac knew better than he what should be done,7 and

acknowledged Bernac to be one of the most influential

persons in his career.8

Song and choral composition are decidedly different

from each other. However, generally, these are alike in two

5. "The Choral Music of Francis Poulenc," a recorded lecture
demonstration presented at the National Convention of the
American Choral Directors Association, Dallas, Texas,
March 11, 1977.

6. Bernac, QR.S..Lt., 11.

7. Ibid., 13.
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obvious ways: both are sung and both use words.

Specifically, it has already been established that Poulenc's

style in the choral works is similar to the solo vocal

pieces and that Poulenc gave careful attention to prosody

and text setting in all his texted compositions. Poulenc

also uses the same type poems In the secular choral works as

in the songs. The majority of the secular choral pieces are

set to poems by Paul Eluard, one of Poulenc's two most often

chosen song poets. While Bernac does not comment

specifically on the choral works In his book, information

about tempo (and other matters) in the songs can be helpful

in considerations of tempo in choral pieces.

Bernac writes generally of tempo in the songs:

The chosen tempo must be Immutably maintained, for
few of the songs allow of changes of tempo, and when
they do, the changes are clearly Indicated. But, in
general, be it slow or fast, the tempo must be
implaccable. . . The tempo is always carefully
indicated by a metronomic sign. It is advisable to
hold strictly to this tempo and to depart from It as
little as possible.9

Bernac does call into question, however, the metronome

markings for at least 33 songs among the 137 discussed. Most

often he Indicates that the tempo Is too fast although

occasionally the case Is the opposite. He describes

8. Poulenc, p. cl., 85.

9. Bernac, QP.S.it., 44-5.
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Poulenc's tempo of I = 176 in "Vous n'6crivez Plus?"

(Parislana) as impossible, adding that "If = 152 can be

managed it is well enough." 1 0

Bernac's suggested tempo for pieces in which he

indicated Poulenc's tempo Is too fast sometimes varies

significantly as in the example above. Another similar

example is "Le Dauphin" (Le Bestiaire) where Bernac suggests

1 = 120 is preferable to the indicated 3 = 136. Other

times Bernac's tempo varies only slightly as in "Fagnes de

Wallonie" (Banalities). Here Bernac corrects Poulenc's

indication of J = 92 to 3 = 88.

In several pieces Bernac indicates that Poulenc's

tempo is the maximum or minimum possible speed. The case Is

much more often the former than the latter.

The songs with questionable tempo indications occur in

pieces written throughout Poulenc's compositional years from

1918 through 1960. However, from 1918 through 1939 Poulenc

wrote 77 of the 137 songs discussed (56%), yet 75% of those

with questionable tempo markings occur In this time period.

Bernac continually stresses the importance of

following Poulenc's dynamic and tempo indications. Not only

does he affirm that one is to follow the metronomic

10. Ibaid., for example, 161.

11. Ibid., for example, 109.
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markings, but also often indicates that the tempo "must

remain unchanged throughout the length of the song"1 1 or

"must be implaccable."1 2

Bernac usually affirms the markings of "ritenuto" or

"rallantando" that Poulenc has indicated and reiterates the

numerous instances in which Poulenc writes "senza rail," or

an equivalent indication. Occasionally he suggests a

rallentando or accelerando where Poulenc has not indicated

one. One example is "Les Gars qui vont a ]a fete" (Chanfsons

villageoises) for which Bernac writes

In the bar immediately preceding [8) the chromatic
scale is very tied with rallentando which unfortunately
Poulenc did not mark but which we always made.13

And for "Le Mendlant" (Chansons villageoise ) Bernac writes

From (24] there is an effect which was
unfortunately not marked by Poulenc but which we always
made: begin to accelerate the tempo, but very
progressively, for this accelerando must continue to
29). . . At 29) there must be a return to exactly

the slow tempo primo. . .14

In summary, Bernac seems to be saying that Poulenc's

indications are to be taken very seriously, while also

affirming instances in which Poulenc's markings are not the

12. Ibd., for example, 203.

13. Ibld., 174.

14. Ibid., 177.
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ideal or only solution.

Poulenc left a commentary about his songs in a slim

volume, Diary of My Songs, which has recently been

reprinted. His own remarks about tempo in the songs are

ambiguous. He states unequivocally in a single sentence

entry on October 1960 that "All my metronomic speeds, worked

out with Bernac, are exact.1"15 However, in light of

Bernac's writing, one can only conclude that this is an

overstatement. One can only wonder if this statement was

made in reaction to a performance in which little

consideration had been given to Poulenc's tempo markings.

In discussing "Il la prend dans ses bras" (QIngpgemes

de Paul Eluard) Poulenc writes

This second songIs terribly difficult. One needs
to be familiar with Eluard well, because the tempo,
which no metronome can indicate exactly, must be felt
instinctively.16

In regard to "Le Garon de Llege" (Trois Doemes de Louise de

2ilmorin) Poulenc states

"Le Garcon de Liege" must be sung at a dizzy speed.
The empirical tempo of the metronomic indication [E=
176 Is meant to safeguard the turbulent atmosphere of
the song and to show to advantage the cadence of the
poem. Besides the writing for the voice requires a much
less rapid delivery than that for the piano.17

15. Poulenc, Diary, 111.

16. 1121d., 33.
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Both these statements indicate that, at the least, there

were some instances in which Poulenc intended the metronome

indication to be more of a guide than an unalterable given.

Composition at the Plano

It is well known, as well as evident from recordings

in which he played that Poulenc was a fine pianist. Ned

Rorem called Poulenc "the best ensemble pianist I ever

heard." 18 Claude Rostand also referred to Poulenc as an

"excellent pianist."1 9

Through an interview with Rostand we know that Poulenc

usually worked and composed at the plano.20 In general, the

proper tempo for a piece played on the piano Is slightly

faster than the same piece performed vocally. Brahms wrote

to Clara Schumann while they were preparing the complete

works of Robert Schumann for the press:

To give metronome marks immediately for dozens of
works, as you wish, seems to me not possible. In any
case you must allow the work to lie for at least a
year, and examine it periodically. You then write in
new numbers each time and finally have the best
solution. Consider well also that nobody can have the
choral and orchestral works played for this purpose -

17. 1121d., 39.

18. "Monologue and Dialogues", 14.

19. Record jacket notes for Francis Poulenc's Sextuor,
performed by Poulenc and the Philadelphia Woodwind
Quintet. (Columbia MS 6518, 1963).

20. Poulenc, Eatretiens, 166-8.
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and on the piano, because of its lighter tone
everything happens faster, much livelier and lighter in
tempo. I advise you to steer clear of this, because
intelligent people will hardly respect or make use of
your conscientious work.2 1

One is reminded of Poulenc's previously quoted statement:

"Besides the writing for the voice requires a much less

rapid delivery than that of the piano."2 2 The songs are

written for voice and piano, while the choral pieces are for

a cappella chorus or chorus and orchestra. Therefore tempos

worked out at the piano may not be ideal for the songs or,

even more, the choral pieces.

Recordings in Which Poulenc Played

or Expressed ADproval

Poulenc wrote in "Intermezzo No. 2 in D MaJor" (for

piano) that the tempo should be the quarter note at 144.

Rubinstein performed this piece at about 10823, which means

little in Itself unless one knows that Poulenc respected his

playing a great deal. He said ". . . how well Rubinstein

plays me." 2 4 This statement does not necessarily condone

21. Fal lows, op.cit., 661.

22. Poulenc, Diary, 39.

23. A French Program performed by Arthur Rubinstein (RCA
Victor LSC-2751), side 2, band 3.

24. Poulenc, Entret i enz, 34: ". . . comme Rubinstein me
Joue bien!"
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condone this particular performance nor does it follow that

any generalization one could make about tempo in Poulenc's

piano works would necessarily apply to the choral works.

There is once again, however, the suggestion that Poulenc's

tempo indications may not be as firm as the printed words

would suggest.

Another instance of tempo inconsistency occurs In a

Westminster recording of Poulenc's Le Bal masgu4, a

composition for baritone (or mezzo) and chamber orchestra.25

The recorded tempo of the "intermede" for which Poulenc

himself was the pianist is = 92 though J = 116 Is the

marked tempo indication.

Finally there are two recordings that should prove

helpful in the search for the best way to deal with

Poulenc's tempo markings in the choral compositions. The

first of these is a recording of Poulenc's GlLrIa, 26

conducted by Georges Pretre. The performance, which was

done under the supervision of Poulenc himself, does employ

some tempos other than those indicated in the score. While

25. Performed by Pierre Bernac, Francis Poulenc, and the
International Ensemble of Members of l'Orchestra de
Theatre National de l'Opera, conducted by Louis Fr6maux
(Westminster XWN 18422), side 2.

26. Performed by Rosanna Carteri, the French Radio and
Television Chorus and the French National Radio and
Television Orchestra, conducted by Georges Pr&tre (Angel
53953), side 1.
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Poulenc did not leave a specific response to this recording,

his willingness for the recording to be released with a

statement that it was produced under his supervision implies

that he approved of the performance. A comparison of the

indicated and actual tempos is shown below in Figure 2.

As is evident from the chart, only movements III and V

use significantly different tempos from those indicated in

the score. Both of these movements employ a soprano

soloist, which could be a factor, though movement VI, also

using the same soloist, moves in tempos close to those

I Gl

IILai

III
IV

V

VI

Do
Doi

ul
Doi
A

Ou

Figure 2. Comparison of written and recorded
tempo Indications in Glorla (PrAtre)

at metronomic indications recorded temoo

oria = 60 a. )= 60
= 72 c. .= 76

udamus te 4 = 138-144 c. J= 126-132
1 = 60 (librement,2 m) c. 3= 48
J = 138 C. S= 126-132

mine Deus = 60 c. = 48
mine fill
nigenite = 112 c. J= 104-108
mine Deus/
gnus Del =60 c. =40
i sedes 1 = 60 c. )= 56

J = 96 c. = 84-96
4=48 c. =42

Poulenc Indicated. Movements III and V are essentially the

only truly slow movements of the work except for the last

sections of movement VI, which Poulenc marked at a slow

tempo. As is evident from the chart, movements II and IV

are slightly slower than Poulenc'4s metronome markings,
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indicating that his tempos could be a little fast,

especially in slow pieces.

Poulenc was greatly moved by Robert Shaw's

performances of his compositions, particularly the Mas and

the Stabat Mater. Unfortunately, there is no public

recording of Shaw's performance of the latter. However, in

his interviews with Rostand, Poulenc speaks of the Shaw

recording of the Mass and plays the "Agnus Del" from It.

In the beginning a choral conductor declared It
(Mase) unsingable. Now nearly all the international
chorales sing it. I have an execution so excellent by
the Robert Shaw Chorale of New York that I want to play
for you if you wish. 2 7

Ned Rorem, American composer and friend of Poulenc, recounts

the following in his Par Diary:

His favorite interpreter in the whole world is Bob
Shaw, whom he says has divined the speed of the very
blood in his arteries.28

Poulenc does seem to have felt that Shaw's rendition

of his Mama helped to further establish him as a serious

composer. He wrote in a letter to Darius Milhaud: "Am I,

27. Poulenc, Entretiens 156: "Au d6but, un chef de choeur
connu l'avait mame declare inchantable. Maintenant
presque toutes les chorales internationales la chantent.
J'ai, par la chorale Robert Shaw, de New-York. . une
execution si excellente que je peux vous en faire
entendre un extract si cela vous amuse."

28. The Paris and New York Diaries of Ned Rorem (San
Francisco: North Point Press, 1983), 111.
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for your students, something more than dilettante? I hope

so. Make them hear the M1tas by Shaw. "2 9

Figure 3 shows the relationship between Poulenc's

metronome markings and Shaw's tempo in the recording. 3 0 As

the chart shows, Shaw follows Poulenc's tempo markings very

closely except in two instances. The first and last sections

of the "Gloria" are quicker than Poulenc indicates though

the middle section corresponds to Poulenc's mark.

mol
Kyril
Glor.

Sanci

Bene

Agnu

Figure 3. Comparison of written and recorded tempo
indications In Messe en sol-maJeur (Shaw)

tetn& metronome c Indications recorded tempo
e. = 84 = c. 88-92
ia = 104 *= c. 126

4= c. 104
4o= c. 126

tus . = 120 -= c. 120
4 = 60 2= c. 60

dictus = 69 2= c. 66
4=60 4= c. 60

s Del 1=64 )= c. 48

This piece is structured as others already discussed in that

Poulenc seems to write in a slower tempo in the middle

section by changing the primary vocal line movement from

eighth to half notes.

29. Wendel, ed., _ 199: "Suis-je pour tes eleves
autrechose qu'un <<voyou de la musique>> (Moser). Je
l'espere. Fals-leur entendre la messe par Shaw."

30. Mass in G major, performed by the Robert Shaw Chorale,
conducted by Robert Shaw (RCA Victor LM 1088 choral),
side 1.
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The "Agnus Del" goes completely afield from Poulenc's

indication, being much slower. Yet it is this movement that

Poulenc chose to play in his interview with Rostand.

As a rule Shaw followed Poulenc's markings very

closely. Dynamic indications were, in the context of the

choral ensemble, as Poulenc had marked. Therefore dynamics

were primarily terraced and decrescendos and crescendos were

only those few marked. Other than in the "Gloria" and at

the last three coda like measures of the "Kyrie," Shaw

observed the" = Istrictment" indications. There was very

little use of ritard other than where Poulenc had indicated.

Shaw did use slight cadential ritardandoss" in several

places:

1) in the "Kyrie" at the end of the "Christe" section
(measures 28-29)

2) at the end of both "Hosannas" ("Sanctus," measure
49; "Benedictus," measure 39)

3) in the "Benedictus" before the final statement of
the text "Benedictus qui vepilt" (measures 20-21)

4) in the "Agnus Del" before the last "Agnus Del"
statement (measures 29-30)

5) in the "Agnus Del" in the measure before the "Dona
nobis pacem" (measure 37)

Each time Shaw used these slight ritards, the tempo in the

next measure immediately returned to a tempo.

In the last four measures of the "Gloria," Poulenc

wrote "cedez a peine" (slow down a little). Shaw slows the

overall tempo significantly and also ritards at the end. At

the "Gui sedes" of the "Gloria" Poulenc wrote "a peine cede"

(a little slower) for three bars. Shaw does that also and
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then goes back to the original tempo as Poulenc indicated

with "au mouvt."

Generally, Shaw uses restraint in the use of ritards.

It is noticeable that the pulse usually remains steady, much

more so than in the Pretre recording of the Gloria

previously discussed. Only in a few places in the

Benedictus and to some extent in the slow tempo of the

"Agnus Del," does Shaw noticeably 'stretch' the beat. this

'stretching' Is slight and seems to occur only when the

demands of the vocal line or musical considerations call for

it. Shaw does honor Poulenc's markings of "absolutement

sans ralentir" (absolutely no ritard) and "sans presser"

(without quickening the tempo).

Indeed, it does seem that in decisions regarding tempo

in Poulenc's mass, Shaw began with exactly what Poulenc had

written and altered that only in those instances where

musical reasons or his own sense of informed musicality

seemed to indicate the necessity.



CHAPTER VI

GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING TEMPO

Summary

As many composers throughout music history, Poulenc had

definite ideas about tempo in his compositions. He was

often quoted in interviews on matters concerning tempo. In

commenting on performances of his works, it was often tempo

that was at the center of his remarks. For example, of a

Robert Shaw Chorale performance of the Stabat Mater, he

responded: "His tempi correspond to the very motion of my

blood. "' Poulenc wrote numerous tempo indications

throughout his works, including precise metronomic

indication in nearly every piece he composed. He openly

complained about musicians who ignored his indications of

tempo.2

In direct contrast, instances have been cited in which

Poulenc's markings in the songs and choral works differ

from tempos he later indicated were appropriate.

These citations and other evidence presented bear out

the thesis of this paper: that the determination of the

1. Rorem, "Poulenc, A Memoir", 28.

2. Nobel, on. cit., 43.

91
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correct tempo is not as obvious as it might at first appear,

but is nevertheless absolutely crucial to both successful

understanding and authentic, appropriate performance of the

choral music.

In order to develop principles for dealing with tempo

in Poulenc's works, this study first related the major

Influences on Poulenc's musical development and style, the

aesthetic principles governing his approach to musical

composition, and important events surrounding the choral

works.

In Chapter Three Poulenc's choral compositional style

was examined, determining aspects that in some instances

call Poulenc's marks into question, and influence ultimate

tempo determination.

Subsequently, in Chapter Four, the manner in which

Poulenc used tempo indications in the choral works was

analyzed, lending insight into Poulenc's conception of tempo

in those compositions. Finally, Poulenc"s collaborations

with other musicians bearing upon temporal considerations

were reported. Tempos in recordings that Poulenc made, or

that were made under his supervision, or with which he

expressed his approval were compared to tempo markings

printed in the scores. The information gleaned from these

several approaches have resulted In the following

conclusions about tempo in Poulenc's choral music.
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Conclusions

First Conclusion: Poulenc's metronome markings may

not necessarily be taken as absolute.

The testimonies of Pierre Bernac, Felix de Nobel, and

Marcel Courand have furnished the most obvious and reliable

evidence. There are also aspects of his compositional style

which in some instances call his metronomic indications into

question, particularly melodic structure, rapid harmonic

rhythms, and manner of text delivery. Finally, it has been

pointed out that in recordings Poulenc recommended, or to

which he contributed (by playing or supervising),

performance tempos differ, sometimes significantly, from his

indicated markings.

Second Conclusion: Tempo is intended as both a

stabilizing and unifying factor in Poulenc's choral music:

therefore performers must give careful attention to his

indications.

This conclusion is first supported by the fact that

Poulenc wrote significantly more indications aimed at

keeping the tempo constant than altering it. As discussed

in Chapter IV, this desire for constancy can also be seen in

other trends of tempo indications, particularly in the fact

that in nearly every instance of ritard that is marked
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before the end of a piece, "au mouvement" (or an equivalent

term) or a new tempo indication follows.

Examples of two recurring techniques through which

Poulenc builds unity through tempo have been shown. In one

he writes phrases or sections with longer or shorter note

values (often accompanied by a " = strictement"

direction); and in the other he indicated that the tempo of

a section is to be exactly twice as slow as the preceeding.

This principle of tempo as a unifying factor is also

suggested in some pieces by Poulenc's repetition of rhythmic

patterns, a device which depends on constant tempo,

occurring most often in smaller works that are usually

through-composed, though occasionally in short modified ABA'

forms.

Finally, in nearly every large-scale choral work that

demands to be performed as a whole, Poulenc uses tempo to

some extent as a unifying presence. In the Fioure humane

this is seen primarily in the last movement, with the

beginning and final tempos enclosing the dramatic advancing

terraces of tempo leading toward the final climax. In the

four-movement cantata S'cheresses the second and fourth

movements are both marked = 80; and in the Giori 3 = GO

recurs throughout the work in a rondo-like effect. Sept

sP.ndeUtnbraes and Stabat Mater, both large

multi-movement works, begin and end in the same tempos with

recurrences of that tempo in middle movements.
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Third Conclusion: Tempo delineates form in many of the

choral works.

In Chapter IV the relationships between tempo and form

were discussed. In smaller, single-tempo movements,

constant tempo is the servant of melodic and rhythmic

repetitions, which seem to primarily determine form. In

multi-tempo movements or works, the tempos literally define

a form (i.e., ABA or fast-slow-fast, or rondo), sometimes

superimposed over a melodic form (i.e., through-composed)

and occasionally In tandem with melodic structures.

In large multi-movement works, the tempo functions as

a frame for the internal contrasting sections, providing

unity through tempo. This kind of unification becomes more

significant in light of the fact that melodic material

rarely transcends individual movements, and key

relationships are not utilized in establishing form, with

the exception of the Messe.

Fourth Qonclusion: Rubato, ritardando, and

accelerando must be used sparingly and Judiciously In

Poulenc's choral works.

In interviews, and in his book about his songs,

Poulenc continually instructs one to avoid rubato in the

performance of his music. The manner in which Poulenc marks

the choral scores supports this preference, for the bulk of

ritardandos occur at cadences at the end of pieces or major
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sections, and only one true accelerando is Indicated in the

whole body of work. In addition, most of the other tempo

markings indicate a shift to a new tempo rather than a true

accelerando or ritardando. It has also been demonstrated

that tempo is a unifying factor in the choral works, a fact

which strongly suggests the need for stable tempos.

There are a few instances, however, in which a

ritardando marking seems to be textually stimulated. Bernac

informs the reader of instances in which he and Poulenc

performed slight accelerandos and ritardandos not Indicated

in the score, information borne out in their recordings of

Poulenc songs. While stressing that one should maintain

immutable tempos in the songs, he also admits that Poulenc

allowed a little more leeway in his vocal music because of

his fondness for the voice.3 Nor can one "set the

metronome" by the Pretre and Shaw recordings examined in

this study. Melodic and harmonic contours are shaped, and

slight space is allowed between phrases for breathing.

Generally speaking, however, tempo stability is

maintained through movements as a whole. One does not find

the Romantic extremes of rubato in these recordings. Shaw

is particularly effective in shaping the music while

maintaining a tempo level overall, even more so than Prtre.

3. Bernac, Q2. cit., 44.
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This evidence sets precedent for use of slight rubato,

ritards, and accelerandos while emphasizing that one should

have clear musical or textual reasons for employing these

alterations, which must occur In the context of an overall

stable tempo. Perhaps more liberty with tempo fluctuation

can be taken in single tempo works, unless there Is

extensive melodic or rhythmic repetition, or the piece is

inseparable from a larger composition and therefore part of

a larger rhythmic form.

Fifth Conclusion: Poulenc's music depends on

meticulous treatment of tempo for both its contrast and

unity.

The aspect of tempo as a unifying factor has already

been considered In the second conclusion. It is in rhythm

and tempo that Poulenc builds stability, whereas his

treatment of dynamic texture and harmony achieve variety.

Poulenc often writes sections using longer or shorter note

values, the contrast depending upon a stable tempo.

Formally, tempo becomes a contrasting element in pieces

employing two tempos or in larger multi-sectional

compositions using varying tempos. As stated in the

discussion accompanying the third conclusion, tempo and form

are closely interconnected in many Poulenc choral works.

Of course, that in itself is not unique to Poulenc.

One can immediately cite the role tempo plays in such

Aaw
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musical forms as symphony, overture, or Baroque da capo

aria. It is unique that tempo becomes the primary means of

form in many of the smaller pieces or movements, and

especially in all of the larger works except perhaps the

Messe en sol maleur, which is unified by key. Poulenc does

not utilize recurring melodic material in subsequent

movements, nor key relationships, nor traditional forms.

Tempo Is nearly always (if not always) important.

However, in order to clearly delineate form, provide unity

to the choral works, and clearly express aesthetic and

stylistic characteristics of Poulenc's music, tempo must be

treated with particular care.

Stvjistic Guidelines

From study of Poulenc's style the following guidelines

can also be deduced.

1. In pieces with melodic material consisting of

fragmented motives, a stable tempo is required to ensure

musical and textual coherence.

2. In works of a very fast tempo containing vocal lines

with numerous large leaps, the tempo may have to be slowed

slightly to ensure accurate vocal movement.

3. In pieces built on highly lyrical melodies, most often

with solo voice or in pivotal or closing movements,

Poulenc's tempo indication may be too fast.

Wft"
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4. In pieces that have a fast harmonic rhythm and a very

quick tempo, the tempo indication may be too fast. In

pieces that are primarily harmonically conceived and have a

rapid harmonic rhythm, both slow and very fast indicated

tempos may be too fast, especially if large leaps or

chromaticism also occurs.

5. When rhythmic repetition, exact or modified, immediate

or delayed, occurs in a piece, a stable tempo is Indicated.
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CHORAL WORKS

Abbrev I atI ons:
Per - Performing forces called for
D/PC - Date and place of composition
Text - Source of text when no poet is named
Poet - Author, when given
Ttls - Titles of separate movements, when applicable
Pub - Original publisher and date of publication
Ded - Dedication
FP - First performance

Chanson a bore
Per: male choir, a cappella
D/PC: September, 1922; Touraine
Text: anonymous, 17th century
Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1923
Ded: Harvard Glee Club

Seot chansons
Per: mixed chorus (SATB, some divisi), a cappella
D/PC: March - April, 1936; Nolzay
Poet: Guillaume Apollinaire (nos. I & 6)

(originally published with two Jean Legrand
poems, "La Reine de Salon" and "Marie" instead
of Apollinaire poems, due to copyright problems
with the Apollinaire.) Payl Eluard (nos. 2-5, 7)

Ttls: 1) "La blanche neige" 2) "A peine defiguree" 3)
"Par une nult nouvelle" 4) "Tous les drolts" 5)
"Belle et ressemblante" 6) "Marie" 7) "Lulre"

Pub: Durand, 1936
Ded: Andr6 and Suzanne Lafarget and the Chanteurs de

Lyons
FP: 21 May 1937, La Sernade Concert, Chanteurs de

Lyons

Lltanles a .a Vieroe Noir
Per: female or children's choir (SSA) and organ
D/PC: 22 - 29 August, 1936, Uzerche
Pub: Durand, 1937
Ded: none
FP: 17 November, 1936, Nadia Boulanger and the BBC

Broadcast Ensemb le

101
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Petites voix
Per: female choir (SSA), a cappella
DC: September, 1936
Poet: Madeline Ley
Ttls: 1)"La petite fille sage" 2) "Le Chien perdu"

3) "En rentrant de l'6cole" 4) "Le petit
gargon malade" 5) "Le Herisson"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1936
Ded: 1) Martine Paul Rouart 2) Claude LeRolle 3)

Emmanuel Hepp 4) Darius Milhaud 5) Jean Destouches

Messe en sol maJeur
Per: mixed choir (SATB divisi), a cappella
D/PC: August 1937; Anost
Ttls: I) "Kyrie" II) "Gloria" III) "Sanctus" IV)

"Benedictus" V) "Agnus Del"
Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1937
Ded: "a la memolre de mon pere"
FP: May, 1938, Dominican Chapel (Paris), Chanteurs de

Lyons

Secheregges

Per: cantata for mixed choir (SATB) and orchestra
D/PC: September - December, 1937; Nolzay; Revised, 1951
Poet: Edward James
Ttls: I) "Les Sauterelles" II) "Le Village abandonne"

III) "Le faux avenir" IV) "Le squelette de ]a Mer"
Pub: Durand, 1938; 1952 (revised)
Ded: Yvonne de Casa-Fuerte
FP: May, 1938, a Concert Colonne, Chanteurs de Lyons

Quatre motets pour un temos de oenltence
Per: mixed choir (divisi, no. 3 with soprano solo), a

cappella
D/PC: 1) January, 1939; Nolzay 2) December, 1938;

Nolzay 3) November, 1938; Paris 4) July, 1938;
Nolzay

TtIs: 1) "Timor et tremor" 2) "Vinea mea electa" 3)
"Tenebrae facta sunt" 4) "Tristis est anima mea"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle 1946, 1946, 1938, 1946 /Ded: Monsieur l'Abbe Maillet; Yvonne Gouverne; Nadia
Boulanger; E.Bourmauck

FP: February 1939, Les Petits Chanteurs a la Croix de
Bois
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Exultate Deo
Per: mixed choir (SATB divisi), a cappella
D/PC: May 1941; Nolzay
Pub: Rouart-Larolle, 1941
Ded: Georges Salles

Salve Regina
Per: mixed choir, a cappella
D/PC: May 1941; Noizay
Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1941
Ded: H4line (Hhlene Salles)

Figure humane
Per: cantata for double mixed choir, a cappella
D/PC: Summer 1943; Beaulieu
Poet: Paul tluard
Ttls: I) "De tous les printemps du monde" II) "En chantant

les servantes s'6lancent" III) "Aussi bas que le
silence" I) "Tol ma patiente" V) "Riant du cdel et
des plan'etes" VI) "Le Jour m'4tonne et la nuit me
fait peur" VII) "La menace sous le ciel rouge VIII)
"Libert6"

Pub: Rouart-Larolle, 1945
Ded: Pablo Picasso
FP: January 1945, BBC Choir, directed by Leslie Woodgate

Un soir de neicge
Per: chamber cantata for six voices or mixed choir

(divisi) a cappella
D/PC: 24-26 December, 1944
Poet: Paul luard
Ttls: 1) "De grandes cuillers de neige..." 2) "La bonne

neige..." 3) Bots meurtri..." 4) "La nuit le
froid Ia solitude..."

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1945
Ded: Marie-Blanche

Chansons frangaIses
Per: mixed &hoir (divisi; no.s 4 TTBB, no. 6 TBB with

Baritone solo), a cappella
D/PC: August 1944 - April 1946; Larche - Nolzay
Text: traditional French
Ttls: 1) "Margoton va t'a l'lau" 2) La Belle se sled au

pied de la tour" 3) "Pilons lorge" 4) "ClIc, clac,
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Dansez sabots" 5) "C'est Ia petit,' fill' du Prince"
6) "La Belle el nous etions" 7) "Ah! mon Beau
Laboureur" 8) "Les tisserands"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle 1945
Ded: Henri Screpel

Quatre -etites orLres de Saint Frangols d'Assise
Per: male choir (TBarBarB), a cappella
D/PC: Summer 1948; Molzay
Ttls: 1) "Salut, Dame Sainte" 2) "Tout paussant, tres

saint" 3) "Seigneur, Je vous en prie" 4) "0 mes
trbs chers frhres"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle 1949
Ded: "Aux Frires mineurs de Champfleury et spicialement a

Frere J6rome en souvenir de son grand-pare: mon oncle
Camille Poulenc"

FP: 1948 or 1949, a 'Plasir de ]a musique' concert,
Chorale Gouvern6

Stabat Mater
Per: soprano solo, mixed choir (SATBB) and orchestra
D/PC: Summer 1950, Noizay
Ttls: I) "Stabat mater dolorosa" II) "Cujus animal

gementem" III) "0 quam tristis" IV) "Quae moerebat"
V) "Quis est homo" VI) "Vidit suum" VII) "EJa
mater4 VIII) "Fac ut ardeat" IX) "Sancta mater" X)
"Fac ut portem" XI) "Inflammatus et accensus" XII)
"Quando corpus"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1951
Ded: "a la memoire de Christian Berard pour confier son

Ure a Notre-Dame de Rocamadour
FP: 13 June 1951, Strasbourg Festival, Genevi eve Moizan,

sop; Les Choeurs de Saint-Guillaume; Orchestre
Municipal de Strasbourg, Fritz MUnch, conductor

Quatre motets oour le temos de Noel
Per: Mixed choir (divisi), a cappella
D/PC: 1) April 1952; Noizay 2) December 1951; Marseille

3) November 1951; Aix en Province 4) Sunday 18 May
1952; Paris

Ttl s: 1) "0 magnum mysterium" 2) "Quem vidistis pastores
dicite" 3) "Videntes stellam" 4) "Hodle Christus
natus est"

Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1952
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Ded: Felix de Nobel; Simone Girard; Madeleine Bataille;
Marcel Couraud

Ave verum corpus
Per: female choir (SMA), a cappella
D/PC: August 1952; Noizay
Pub: Rouart-Lerolle, 1952
Ded: The Female Chorus of Pittsburg

Laudes de Saint Antoine de Padoue
Per: male choir (TBB divisi), a cappella
D/PC: July 1957 - March 1959; Brive-Cannes
Ttls: 1) "0 Jesu" 2) "0 Proles" 3) "Laus Regi" 4) "SI

quaerls"
Pub: Salabert, 1959

Glria
Per: soprano solo, mixed choir, and orchestra
DC: 1959
Ttls: I) "Gloria" II) "Laudamus te" III) "Domine Deus"

IV) "Domine file unigenite" V) "Domine Deus" VI)
"Qui sedes ad desteram Patris"

Pub: Salabert, 1960
Ded: to the memory of Serge and Nathalle Koussevitsky
FP: 20 January 1961, Boston; Adele Addison, soprano; Pro

Musica Chorus; Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
MUnch, conductor

Sent repons des T6nibres
Per: child soprano, mixed choir (SATB boys' and men's

voices, with permission to substitute women's voices
but not girls')

DC: April - October, 1960-1962
Ttls: Jeudi Saint: I) "Una hora non postuistis vigilare

mecum" II) "Judas mercator pessimus"; Vendredi
Saint: III) "Jesum tradidit" IV) "Caligaverunt ocull
mel" V) "Tenebrae factae sunt"; Samedi Saint: VI)
"Sepulto Domino" VII "Ecce quomodo moritur Justus"

Pub: Salabert, 1962
Ded: Commissioned by the New York Philharmonic In

celebration of its opening season at Lincoln Center
FP: 11 April 1963, Carnegie Hall, New York Phiharmonic,

Thomas Schippers, conductor
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Though not discussed in the course of this thesis,
additional choral composition Is found in the following
stage works:

Len Bichea
Per: ballet with singing
DC: 1923; Touraine
Text: from popular French songs
Ttls: 1) "Ouverture" 2) "Rondeau" 3) "Chanson dansee" 4)

"Adagletto" 5) "Jeu" 6) "Rag-Mazurka" 7)
"Andantino" 8) "Petite chanson dansle" 9) "Final"

Pub: Heugel, 1924
Ded: Misia Sert
FP: 6 January 1924, Th14tre de Monte Carlo, Ballets

russes, choreography by Nijinska, ddcor and costumes
by Marie Laurencin

Les Mamelles de Tirsias
Per: opera-bouffe in two acts and a prologue
D/PC: May - October 1944, Noizay
Text: Guilllaume Apollinaire, from his 1917 play
Pub: Heugel, 1947
Ded: Darius Milhaud
FP: 3 June 1947, Paris, Opera-Comique, produced by Max de

Rieux, decor and costumes by Romaine ErtL, conducted
by Albert Wolff

Dialoues des Carm4ILtes
Per: opera in three acts
DC: 1953-1956 (vocal score dated "August 1955)
Text: Georges Bernanos--0
Ded: "A la m6moire de ma msrs mu mnrUquA m A rdv4=1 VII

FP:

, 7aS&8C4 LaWbV I muQ qWIflu11 9 ,AC
de Claude Debussy, qui m'a donn6 le gout d'en Jcrire,
de Claudio Monteverdi, Gulseppi Verdi, Modeste
Moussorgski qui m'ont servi ici de modules"
26 January 1957, in Italian, La Scala, directed by
Margherita Wallmann, d~cor and costumes by Georges
Wakhevitch, Nino Sanzogno, conductor; 21 June 1957,
Paris, directed by Maurice Jaquemont, d6cor and
costumes by Suzanne Lalique, conducted by Pierre
Dervaux
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TEMPO MARKINGS IN THE CHORAL PIECES

Sept chansons
(mixed chorus, SATB, a cappella) 1936

1. "La blanche neige" (24 m.)
(beg.) Assez anim6 (4 = 108)
m. 21 Ceder h peine
m. 22 C6der un peu plus

2. "A peine d6figuree" (21 m.)
Tris came ( 4 = 63)
m. 17, 19, 21 6\

3. "Par une nult nouvelle" (30 m.)
Presto-v6hdment ( 4 = 176 strictement)
m. 11 ) = strictement prtcddent
m. 15 subitement et trbs exactement le double

plus lent
m. 20 P=%
m. 22 un peu plus lent
m. 29 a tempo
m. 29, 30 r.

4. "Tous les droits" (45 m.)
Large ( = 69)
m. 2 C
m. 14 Plus vite, haletant et angojss

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

25
26
39
41
41
44

( ) = 100)

Mouvement du debut ( = 69)
C6der un peu
/.
Tempo I
/.

5. "Belle et ressemblante" (25 m.)
Bien came ( 4 = 56)
m. 1, 9, 17, 25 /.

6. "Marie" (49 m.)
Allegro commodo C = 74)
m. 17 C6der un peu
m. 19 Au mouvement
m. 35 Un peu moins vite
m. 44 Toujours au mme mouvt et sans presser
m. 47 C6dez

a ^ar
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7. "Luire" (35 m.)
Eclatant C ) = 92)
m. 18 A peine plus vite
m.25 C

m. 26 Tempo eclatant
m. 35 C'

Litanies A la Vieroe Moire (140 m.)
(female or children's choir, organ, orchestra)

Came C j= 63)
Mi.9
m. 10 t-0
Mi.50 C
m. 70 Sensiblement plus anime C =88
M.85 c:
m. 86 Calme mouvt du debut C = 63)
m. 104 n
m. 132 sans augmenter

Petites voix
(SSA chorus, a cappella)

1. "La Petite Fille Sage" (21 m.)
Molto moderato ( 4 = 63)
m. 20 slight retard

2. "Le Chien Perdu" (16 m.)
Moderato C , = 63)
m,.16 C:

3. "En rentrant de l'6cole" (17 m.)
Animated, gaily C 4 = 152)
m. 16 senza rallentare

4. "Le petit gargon malade"
Melancholy and tired C 4 = 56)
m. 13 without hurrying
m. 16-17 in tempo (strictly)

5. "Le Herlsson" (20 m.)
Gaily, lively ( 4 = 144)
m. 17 senza ralletare
m. 19-20 Allarg. - - -

Messe en sol -MaJeur
(mixed chorus, a cappella)

1937

)

1936

1937

Ropm -406mmaw.,19 , lk,-. Ak -,--,, -, &-,,



"Kyrie"
Anim"
m. 2
m, 3
m. 20
m. 26
m. 30
m. 42
m. 43
m . 45

(45 m.)
et tres rythme ( = 84)

Tempo subito (sans trainer)
= I Strictement

sans presser
= ,I strictement

j= IC

II "Gloria" (71 m.)
Tres anime ( =104)
m.19 "~'
m. 20 ) = stric
m. 23 sans presser
m.31 f
n. 32 2 = stric

m.
m.
m.
me
m.
M.

41
44
48
56
69-70
71

tement

tement
absolute sans presser
a peine c6dJ
au mouvt
sans presser
TouJours sans presser

Ceder A peine
n'

III "Sanctus" (49 m.)
Tres allant et doucement Joyeux ( 4 =
m. 39-40 absolument sans ralantir
m. 41 f:
m. 42 strictement le double plus lent
m. 49 n

120)

1 = 60

IV "Benedictus" (39 m.)
Came mais sans lenteur (
m. 31 /n
m. 32 =60
m. 39 /n

V "Agnus Del" (52 m.)
Tres pur, tres clair et modr6
m.30 r
m.52 g:\

(cantata, mixed chorus, orchestra)

= 69)

( . = 64)

1937

I "Les Sauterelles" (129 m.)
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Assez anime ( = 116)
m. 46 P =) pre'ci'dente

Le double plus lent
M. 59 C\
m. 60 Allegro molto subito
M. 70 fl
m. 71 j = au mme mouvement
M.r86 n:.
m. 87 PN= j precedente

Le double plus lent
m. 104 fl
m. 105-106 Ceder a peine
m. 106 /G

m. 107 9 = 4 Le double plus lent - extrmement
came

m. 121 A

II " Le vi llage abandonne" (130 - 200 m.)
Modr6 ( 9= 80)
m. 172 sans presser
M. 199 /

III "Le faut avenir" (201 - 273 m.)
Allegro molto () = 168)
m. 219 /\
m. 220 Un peu plus vite (
m.238 /-
m. 239 Tres lent (,i = 63)
m. 246 C\
m. 247 Tres lent (6 = 104)
m,.263 -
m. 264 Strictement au mme mo
m. 273 Sans ralentir

= 104)

uvement

IV "Le squelette de la mer" (275 - 357 m.)
Modere ( ! = 80)
m. 287 A9
m. 288 Un peu plus vite = 92)
M. 303 Un peu plus vite ( = 108)
M. 318 Presser un peu, et trbs proar

i. 333
in. 334

jusqu' A [3301
esvme

Tempo I, mod6re' ( = 80-84)

Quatre motets pour un teams de peni tence
(mixed chorus, a cappella) 1938-39

1. "TImor et tremor" (39 m.)
Largamente (j- = 66)

A-Vkah~* 1---l f-I -'-,

esslvement
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2. "Vinea mea electa" (39 m.)
Lento teneramente e con melancol la
m.19 fl
m. 26 n
M. 39 fn

3. "Tenebrae factae sunt" (41 m.)
Lento molto ( , = 60)
m.18 C"
m. 22 (\
m. 35 g-\
m. 36 poco piu lento

4. "Tristis est anima mea" (42 m.)
Molto calmo ( ) = 58)
Mi. S poco rit.
m. 9 Vivo ed inquieto = 92
M.16 fl
m. 17 Molto calmo = 58
m. 29 A
m. 30 Tempo vivo
m. 33 Molto calmo = 58
m. 40 A
m. 42 r

Exultate Dec (87 m.)
(mixed chorus, a cappella)

Assez anim6 C ) = 120)
m. 21 un peu plus vite
m. 61 sans presser
m. 70 /4

m. 71 tres large et so

M.
m.

( - 58)

1941

) = 132

(beaucoup plusI enne I
lent) = 76

85 cdder a pelne
86-87 Strictement en mesure

Salve Regina (57 m.)
(mixed chorus, a cappella)

Tres modere ( = 66)
M.30 C\
m. 42 sans ralentir
m. 57 A

Figure humane
(cantate pour double choeur mixte a cappella)

1941

1943
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I " De tout les printemps du monde..." (39 m.)
Tres large = 60 Very broad
m. 6
m. 11
m. 38

II "En chantant les servantes s' elancent ... (47 m.)
Tres anime et rythme = 152 (Very lively and
with strongly marked rhythm
M. 18 sans ralentir
m. 32 Ceder un peu
m. 33-34 Ceder encore un peu
m. 35 Le double plus lent du Tempo cede

= preced
m. 47

III "Aussi bas que le silence" (20 m.)
Tres came et sombre = 50
m. 19

IV "Tol ma patient" (30 m.)
Tres calme et doux C = 60)
m. 21
m. 30

V "Riant du ciel et des planetes..." (37 m.)
Tres vite et tres violent = 184
m. 34 surtout sans ralentir

VI "Le jour m'etonne et la nuit me fait
peur... 11(20 m.)
Tres doux et tres came = 54
M. 18-19 surtout sans ralentir
m. 20

VII "La menace sous le cdel rouge..." (61 m.)
Tres emport6 etrude J = 84
m. 31 C6der un peu
m. 33-34 C6der un peu
m. 35 4 = J prec6d

subito le double plus lent du Tempo c6d6
m. 41 /
m. 42 Reprendre le Tempo sans tenir compte du

Ct'dt qul pr'cdde J
(Tempo I, ignoring the rallentando
before @)

M. 59 Ceder peine
m.60 C:

VIII "Liberte" (130 m.)
Commencer tres calmement mais allant guand mme
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( -= 80)
On animera et on ralentira ce choeur par pallers,
de 80 - 9 - 120 - 132 et 138 A ]a noire.
m. 17 =96
m.29 =120
m. 44=132
m.61 3=138
M. 113 Ceder un peu
m. 114 j = 132
m. 119-120 allarg. molto
m. 121 Aclatant, tres large

Tempo exact du d6but = 80
M. 129 C4

Un soir de neige
(petite cantate de chambre pour six voix 1944
mixtes ou-choeur a cappella)

I "De grandes cuillers de neige" (18 m.)
Moder6 (sans lenteur) () =56)
m. 17 C

II "La bonne neige" (25 m.)
Tr'es modre ( = 72)

III "Bois meurti" (33 m.)
Tres lent et came ( = 52)
m. 25 A

IV "La nuit le froid ]a solitude" (15 m.)
Eclatant, mod6re ( ) = 69)
m. 14 C

Cnanson frangaises
(mixed chorus, a cappella) 1945-46

I "Margoton va t'a l'iau" (130 m.)
gaiement C = 132)

II "La Belle se sied au pied de la tour" (28 m.)
Tres came et mlancolique C = 66)

III "Pilons l'orge" (53 m.)
Extrement vite et tres rythme = 160)

IV "Clic, clac, daqsez sabots" (102 m.)
Rondement (,.= 138)
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V "C'est la petit' fill' du Prince" (187 m.)
Modere mais surtout sans trainer ( , = 88)
m. 17, 34, 51, 68, 102, 119, 136, 153, 170, 187 C\

VI "La Belle si nous tons" (44 m.)
Vif ()=84)

VII "Ah! mon Beau Labourer" (73 m.)
Mod6r6, mais sans lenteur 1 = 92)
m. 52 Ce'dez a peine
m. 53 au mouvt
m. 72-73 strictement en mesure

VIII "Les tisserands" (63 m.)
Trbs anime', gal et mdcanique o = 80)

Quatre -etites riere de St. Frangols d' Assise
(male choir, a cappella) 1948

I "Salut, Dame Sainte..." (33 m.)
Modtr6, mals sans lenteur 4 = 66

II "Tout pulsant, trees saint" (14 m.)
MaJestueux et 6clatant = 58
m. 4 t
m. 6 C(r7-

III "Seigneur, Je vous en prle" (17 m.)
Tres expressif et fervent , = 63
m. 9 r
m. 17 \

IV "0 mes tres chers freres" (29 m.)
Bien came = 60
m. 29 A

Stabat Mater
(soprano solo, choeur mixte et orchestre) 1950

I "Stabat mater dolorosa" (51 m.)
Tres came j= 56

II "CuJus animal gementem" (72 m.)
Allegro molto (A l'temps) 4.= 88
m. 68-69 sans ralentir

III "0 quam tristis" (44 m.)

-. Po. -4bommy" ;, -qw ,Vmmhaw- , %- .- 1-- - -



Tres lent , = 56

IV "Quae moeretat" (61 m.)
Andantino I = 88

V "Quis est homo" (50 m.)
Allegro molto J = 112
m. 24, m. 26 /
m.. 27 prestlssimo ,- 92
m. 49 sans ralentir

VI "Vidit sum" (44 m.)
Andante I = 58

VII "EJa mater" (64 m.)
Allegro J. = 58
m. 37 sans ralentir
m. 60 sans ralentir

VIII"Fac ut ardeat" (38 m.)
Maestoso 4 = 63

IX "Sancta Mater" (73 m.)
Moderato ,I = 58
m. 5-6 sans presser
m.10 /:
m. 11 allegretto = 104
m. 27 aimer un peu
m. 38 C6dez beaucoup
m. 39 a Tempo sans ralentir
m.66 f1
m. 67 Tris came J = 56

,= 104

X "Fac ut porter" (64 m.)
Tempo de sarabande J = 60
M-.63 C\

XI "Inflammatus et accensus (40 m.)
Trebs anim6 et tres rythm6 * = 120
m.13 A
m. 14 subito adagio ,'- 63
m. 22 sans presser
m.39 7

XII "Quando corpus" (56 m.)
Tres came
m. 8 sans presser
m. 35 tres came (toujours S = 56)
m. 53 ('l
m. 55 Cn
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Quatre motets pour le. temns de Nosl
(mixed chorus, a cappella) 1951-52

1 "0 magnum mysterIum" (40 m.)
Calme e dolce = 50
m. 38 f
m. 40 CI

II "Quem vidistispastores dicite" (40 m.)
Allegretto = 66
m. 20 rit.
m. 21 a tempo, senza ritardare
m. 38 rit.
m. 39 plu rit.
m. 40 fl

III "Videntes stellam" (42 m.)
Calmo e dolce 4 = 56
m. 42 fn

IV "Hodle Christus natus est" (47 m.)
Allegro maestoso = 92
m. 43 senza rit.

Ave veruM corpus (28 m.)
(female chorus, a cappella) 1952

Bien lent ( , = 60)
m. 12 A
m.28 A

Laudes de Saint Antoine de Padoue"
(male chorus, a cappella) 1959

I "0 Jesu" (31 M.)
Tr6s calmement ( = 50)
m. 23

11 "0 proles" (25 m.)
Tris anime ( 4 = 112)
m. 24 allargando molto

III "Laus RegI" (33 m.)
Tres calmement ( = 52)
m. 24 r:
m. 33 C;



IV "Si quaeris" (35 m., m. 26 & 27 repeated)
Allant (. = 72)
m. 26 sans presser, sur tout
m.37 Cn

(soprano solo, mixed chorus, orchestra)

I "Gloria" (69 rp.)
Maestoso ()= 60)
M. 15 un peu plus allant J = 72

II "Laudamus te" (85 m.)
Tres vif et Joyeux
m A /0. 6
in. 46
in. 52

= 138 - 144)

(6 m.) tres lent et librement = 60
t mps alIegre (surtout sans trainer)

= 138 - 144

III "Domine Deus" (56 m.)
Tris lent et came ( = 60)

IV "Domine Fill Unigenite" (40 m.)
Trbs vif et Joyeux (,I = 112)

V "Domine Deus, Agnus Dei" (76 m.)
Tres lent
M. 3 plus allant
m. 114 = 60
m. 11-12 sans presser

VI "Gui sedes ad exteram Patris" (96 m.)
Maestoso ( , =60)
m. 12 AfA
M. 13 allegretto su=96
m. 52 fl
m. 53 eftraordInalrement calme, sans trainer

=48
i.57 (Z

Seot reaons des T6n'bres
(child soprano, mixed male choir, orchestra) 1961

JEUDI SAINT
I "Una hora non potuistis vigilare mecum" (51 m.)

Tras came ( ) = 46-48)
m. 3 r.
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m. 4 tres agite = 126
m.6 C\
m. 7 tempo I'
m. 8 '
m. 9 tempo II1
m. 11 C.
m. 12 tempo I*
m. 18 /f
m.22 C\
m. 23 tempo II
m. 24 tres violent , = 126
M. 35 4
m. 36 tempo I (tres calme) j = 48-50
m. 50 fl

II "Judas, mercator pessimus" S80 M.)
Trbs agit6 et violent (, = 144)
m. 73 n
m. 74 trbs lent et came = 50
m. 79

VENDREDI SAINT
III "Jesum tradidit" (64 m.)

Tres came = 48)
m. 38 surtout sans presser
m. 45 /

IV "Caligaverunt oculi mel" (38 m.)
Anim et angoiss C = 132)
M. 15 (
m. 16 tres lent 9=54
m.22 (C\
m. 23 encore plus lent 9=50
m. 34 \
m. 37 C

V "Tenebrae factae sunt" (57 m.)
Tres calme 9 = 50)
m. 57 .

SAMEDI SAINT
VI "Sepulto Dominn (50 m.)

Maestoso e ,
m.49 (\

VII "Ecce quomodo moritur Justus" (88 M.)
Calme, mais sans trainer ( , = 50)
m. 60 surtout sans presser
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